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In the area of demand forecasting, stock-keeping unit (SKU) demand forecasting for inventory 

management presents a unique challenge to the forecaster because of its high levels of 

intermittency (frequent zero-demand periods). While the literature on regular demand 

forecasting has made great progress in categorizing and concretizing the drivers of forecasting 

accuracy, encompassing research on intermittent demand is still scarce. This work identifies 

and assesses such drivers for intermittent demand by integrating the most recent related 

findings for regular demand with the few findings on high-performing models in intermittent 

demand. It assesses the benefit of machine learning (ML) models, statistical models developed 

specifically for intermittent demand, and the performance drivers temporal aggregation (TA),  

external variables, and cross-learning (CL), a model modification in which the model is not 

trained on a single time series but in vector-model fashion on multiple time series 

simultaneously, on a data set of highly intermittent products from the automotive spare parts 

industry. Results confirm the superiority of ML models such as support vector regression and 

XGboost and the benefits of TA. They also make an argument for the existence of statistical 

models for intermittent demand in comparison to conventional statistical models. Findings for 

external variables and CL are inconsistent and show that their benefit largely depends on the 

selected ML model. This research also provides useful practical recommendations for the 

selection of the adequate forecasting model. Interestingly, it finds that a product-based model 

selection approach does not improve overall forecasting performance as much as one would 

expect in comparison to a more generic selection approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Demand forecasting, if performed accurately, has been repeatedly identified in academic 

literature as a critical enabler to meet monetary inventory objectives (Fildes et al. 2009: 4). On 

the one hand, it can reduce holding costs by lowering inventory levels and avoiding 

overstocking. On the other hand, a reduced probability of stockouts leads to an increased ability 

to meet customer demand the moment it arises and thus lowers opportunity costs of lost sales. 

(Fildes et al. 2009: 4; Kourentzes et al. 2020: 1; Makridakis et al. 2020b: 17) While demand 

forecasting is generally a complex task, stock-keeping unit (SKU) demand forecasting in the 

context of inventory management presents a unique challenge to the forecaster because it is 

characterized more strongly by intermittent patterns than other demand time series. One 

speaks of intermittent demand when the values of the demand time series are frequently zero 

and only occasionally interspersed by non-zero quantities. (Spiliotis et al. 2020b)  Products with 

intermittent demand are present in many retailing industries (Kiefer et al. 2021: 1425). These 

include fast fashion, best exemplified by well-known chains such as H&M and Zara (Li & Lim 

2018), the grocery industry with players of the likes of Walmart (Makridakis et al. 2020b), and 

automotive and machinery spare parts (Pinçe et al. 2021).  

 

During the last decades, a dedicated branch of literature focusing on the development of 

models tailored to this specific kind of intermittent demand has evolved (Bacchetti & Saccani 

2012). Additionally, advances in machine learning (ML) have triggered several studies 

assessing the applicability of ML models for intermittent demand, neural networks (NNs) being 

among the most prevalent ones (Teunter & Duncan 2009; Kourentzes 2013; Lolli et al. 2017; 

Pinçe et al. 2021). These studies frequently assess the performance of a single model on data 

sets of previous studies or data sets of previous forecasting competitions, i.e., organized 

competitions with contributions from both academics and practitioners in which the best-

performing models (in terms of accuracy) are rewarded with a prize. While each isolated study 

often finds increased forecasting performance for the presented model, general conclusions 

with regards to what drives model performance in intermittent demand forecasting cannot be 

drawn. Encompassing comparative studies which take into consideration both statistical and 

ML models, as well as recent findings on drivers of demand forecasting model performance 

beyond simple model selection, are scarce. First attempts at more holistic approaches were 

undertaken for example by Kiefer et al. (2021), Spiliotis et al. (2020b), and Hong et al. (2018). 
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Each of the three is however incomplete in some form, be it by using a barely intermittent data 

set, a very small model pool, or by not considering model modifications that are known to 

increase model performance. In addition to the few existing studies, interesting conclusions 

can be drawn by the M5 forecasting competition, the only large-scale forecasting competition 

to my knowledge that partly includes intermittent demand time series (Makridakis et al. 2020b). 

Models applied in forecasting competitions are, however, comparably complex, highly 

specialized, and in the case of the M5 competition represent mainly one type of ML model, 

LightGBM, a highly sophisticated gradient boosting method (Ke et al. 2017).  

 

In contrast to the current status of research on intermittent demand, literature on regular 

demand forecasting has made considerable progress in categorizing and concretizing drivers 

of forecasting model performance (Fry & Brundage; Januschowski et al. 2020; Makridakis et 

al. 2020b). In the context of this work, a performance driver is a model or model modification 

that improves forecasting performance when included. This study integrates the most recent 

general findings on performance drivers for continuous demand with the few findings on high-

performing models in intermittent demand. Performance drivers for continuous demand include 

on the one hand the selection of ML models over statistical models, the increased model 

performance achieved by cross-learning (CL), a model modification in which the model is not 

trained on a single time series but in vector-model fashion on multiple time series 

simultaneously, and the inclusion of external variables. Performance drivers for intermittent 

demand, on the other hand, include the aggregation of time series across several levels of 

temporal aggregation (TA) and the use of statistical models which were specifically developed 

for intermittent demand. This work then tests those findings on a large highly intermittent data 

set of automotive spare parts to determine which models or model modifications drive 

forecasting model performance. In addition, it provides insight into how performance drivers 

and good model performance differ among different types of demand in terms of demand 

variability and demand intermittency. For the practitioner, this work will additionally provide 

useful recommendations for forecasting model selection and how to overcome potential 

obstacles during the implementation of a forecasting model for products within an inventory 

management context. 
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1.1 Purpose and approach of the study 

 

This research is part of a practical project for implementing a predictive inventory control 

module in an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system for automotive spare parts. It 

represents the first essential step of the module: identifying and implementing the best-

performing forecasting method for each product. In the second step which is out of the scope 

of this thesis, these forecasts will be used for automated order point proposals, i.e., proposals 

for how much of a certain product should be ordered and when. Rather than full automation, 

the objective of the module is to serve as decision support for the companies’ purchasers and 

inventory managers which will take the final order decisions. The work builds on the use case 

of the pilot customer of the ERP, a retailer of automotive spare parts with a product portfolio of 

approximately 17,500 products for which historic data was available from 2015-2020.  

 

When searching for a high-performing forecasting model for the specific context of the thesis 

(highly intermittent SKU demand), the literature was found to be rather inconclusive and 

lacking. As previously mentioned, comparative studies for intermittent demand are rather rare 

and studies looking at singular models do not provide a base for a model selection decision. 

The comparitive studies identified either focus on barely intermittent data (Spiliotis et al. 2020b), 

do not optimize model parameters (Kiefer et al. 2021), or use a very small model pool (Hong 

et al. 2018). In addition, certain performance drivers identified for regular demand which could 

be beneficial also for intermittent demand are only occasionally taken into consideration. Lastly, 

the models which performed well in the M5 forecasting competition could be interesting to a 

forecaster but achieve such good model performance as in the forecasting competitions, the 

models must be highly complex and specific to the data set they were built for. This makes it 

difficult to apply them in an ERP system, as a model cannot be redeveloped from scratch for 

each customer. All in all, there was a need for a broader evaluation of forecasting models and 

their variations, putting into perspective also the performance of models developed specifically 

for intermittent demand which are frequently only mentioned in singular studies, and the 

different model modifications which, according to literature, can increase model performance. 

The outcome of such an evaluation will greatly facilitate the choice of an adequate forecasting 

model in a highly intermittent SKU demand forecasting context. Based on this need, this study 

assesses an overall of eighteen forecasting models, ten statistical models, and eight ML 

models. A statistical model in this work is a model which limits the learning of the process of 
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data generation by making certain statistical assumptions about it such as e.g., that it evolves 

linearly, whereas an ML model does not make that kind of assumptions and thus allows for the 

process of data generation to be learned more flexibly (Spiliotis et al. 2020b, p. 8). Out of the 

eight ML models, three are basic model variations and five are model modifications. A 

modification of a model is considered a separate model in this work. 

 

Statistical benchmark models 

▪ the naïve (last known value) and seasonal naïve (same as last year) forecasts, two 

models which are included to have an intuitive base for comparison  

 

Statistical models for regular demand 

▪ two standard models in inventory forecasting, exponential smoothing and ARIMA, 

included to account for the products in the data set which have less intermittent demand 

patterns and due to their high performance in specific cases for intermittent demand 

(Kiefer et al. 2021) 

▪ one model which forecasts time series on different levels of TA and then aggregates 

those forecasts, the temporal hierarchies framework (THieF), added because TA is a 

recognized driver of forecasting performance and because THieF possesses the 

capability to capture trend and seasonality 

 

Statistical models for intermittent demand 

▪ Croston’s method and its three variants, included due to their strong presence in the 

intermittent demand literature and the high levels of intermittency in the data set 

▪ iMAPA, a second TA model, included because TA is a recognized driver of forecasting 

performance 

 

ML models – basic variation 

▪ random forests (RFs) 

▪ XGboost (XGB) 

▪ support vector regression (SVR) 

 

All three ML models in their basic variation are selected due to their promising performance in 

the three aforementioned comparative studies by Kiefer et al. (2021), Spiliotis et al. (2020b), 
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and Hong et al. (2018). In addition to the basic variation, two further model variations were 

included. The first variation integrates external variables in the form of weather data 

(temperature, precipitation, and snow) and date-related information (week of the year, month, 

season, and year) into the forecasting process. These variables were selected because they 

were assumed to be highly relevant in the context of automotive spare part demand, can easily 

be accessed online or computed from the available data, and do not require additional user 

input.  

 

ML models – variation including external variables 

▪ RFX 

▪ XGBX 

▪ SVRX 

 

The second model variation is the CL equivalent of the ML models. As previously mentioned, 

a CL model isn’t built for each time series separately. Instead, the information of all demand 

time series is added together into a large data frame and used for model training. The idea is 

that the model can thus learn across different products and not only from the product itself 

(Spiliotis et al. 2020b). If a product exhibits similar or related patterns to other products in the 

portfolio, a CL model may be able to capture this additional information. Five additional 

variables are included in the CL models to facilitate the recognition of products with similar 

characteristics: the strength of trend and seasonality of each product, the average period length 

between occurring demands (average inter-demand interval, ADI), and the volatility of demand 

when it occurs (CV2). Adding time series characteristics, also termed features in the literature, 

has been found to increase CL model performance (Semenoglou et al. 2021: 1074). The 

strength of trend and seasonality were identified in the literature as very useful to describe time 

series (Kang et al. 2017) and both were mentioned to be of high interest to the potential users 

of the ERP system. The ADI and CV2 are highly common features in intermittent demand 

literature to assess the degree of a product’s intermittency (Spiliotis et al. 2020b). In addition, 

they are the base of an intermittent demand categorization framework (Syntetos & Boylan 

2005) which will be used in the analysis of the results of this work to better differentiate between 

products of differing intermittency levels. The CL variation was implemented only for RF and 

XGboost, as SVR run-time does not scale well to large data sets, and the CL data frame which 

contains the combined information of all products is a data set of substantial size.  
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ML models – CL variation 

▪ RFCL 

▪ XGBCL 

 

An overview of the forecasting methods used in this study can be found in Figure 1 and more 

detailed justifications for the applied models in chapter 2.1.2. to 2.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: An overview of the demand forecasting methods used in this study. 

 

The models are trained on historic product demand data from 2015-2019 (training data) and 

the forecasting accuracy is assessed based on the data of the year 2020 (test data). Forecasts 

are produced in a rolling fashion every four weeks for the following four weeks, resulting in a 

total of 13 forecasting windows. The applied error measure is the mean absolute scaled error 

(MASE), a common accuracy measure in intermittent demand research (Hyndman 2006) on 

which further information will be provided in chapter 2.2. The assessment will be done using 

the standard, risk-neutral MASE, as well as a risk-averse modification. Risk-averse 

modifications of error measures are to my knowledge generally not performed in the intermittent 

demand literature. The motivation to add such an assessment here is to provide the practitioner 

with the safest option in the context of the practical implementation of the forecasting approach. 

Analogous to Spiliotis et al. (2020b), models are compared both on the overall data set as well 

as within four different demand categories for intermittent demand as established by Syntetos 

et al. (2005). This framework, denominated Syntetos-Boylan-Croston (SBC) framework in this 

study, categorizes demand time series into four different groups based on the previously 

Statistical forecasting models 
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- Exponential 
Smoothing 

- ARIMA 
- THieF 

Intermittent demand 

- Croston 
- Syntetos-Boylan 

Approximation 
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External variables 
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- XGBX 
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Basic 
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- XGB 
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ML forecasting models 

CL* 

- RFCL 
- XGBCL 
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features demand 
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strength of trend, 
and strength of 
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mentioned features ADI (average inter-demand interval) and CV2 (volatility of demand when it 

occurs). These groups are depicted in Figure 2 and characterized as follows:  

- intermittent demand (high ADI, low CV2) 

- smooth demand (low ADI, low CV2) 

- erratic demand (low ADI, high CV2) 

- lumpy demand (high ADI, high CV2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: The SBC demand categorization framework, adopted from Spiliotis et al. (2020b: 19). 

 

To make the categorization more tangible to the reader, exemplary time series for each demand 

category are depicted in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3: Exemplary product demand time series for each of the four demand categories.  

The approach to forecasting model performance evaluation is depicted in Figure 4.  
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Figure 4: Model performance evaluation approach within demand categories in addition to 

overall performance evaluation. 

 

Since the establishment of the SBC framework, several comparative studies of forecasting 

models for intermittent demand such as Rožanec & Mladenić (2021), Spiliotis et al. (2020b), 

and Teunter & Duncan (2009) have made use of the framework to assess model performance 

for different sets of model pools. Moreover, the SBC framework is mentioned as useful in 

practice especially in the context of spare parts management (Bucher & Meissner 2011: 214). 

Lastly, also Kiefer et al. (2021) make use of a highly similar categorization framework by 

Williams (1984). Therefore, including the SBC framework in this study enables a comparison 

between the results of this work and previous work and thus the integration of insightful findings 

in the intermittent demand discourse. In addition, demand categories are useful to gain a better 

understanding of the data and can facilitate the model selection in practice, choosing a model 

based solely on its category rather than running model comparisons on each product in a brute-

force approach. Lastly, the framework is beneficial because it helps to break down the analysis 

also for less intermittent products and thus makes the results transferrable to other data sets 

which might exhibit lower levels of intermittency.  

 

Finally, this work aims at making practical recommendations for the implementation of the 

module in the ERP, considering which information can add value to the decision-making 

process and how interaction with the user can improve the model selection and forecasting 

process. 
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1.2 Research questions 

 

The research questions which guide the implementation of this work are divided into two parts. 

The first part addresses the actual model performance comparison of different models and their 

variations and assesses performance drivers for intermittent demand. The second part looks 

specifically at the model selection mechanism for each product. The research questions are as 

follows: 

  

I. How do the identified models and model variations (statistical models for intermittent 

demand, ML models, CL, TA, and the inclusion of external variables) compare in 

intermittent SKU demand forecasting, both overall and within the four different demand 

categories of smooth, erratic, intermittent, and lumpy demand?  

I.I Do ML forecasting models outperform statistical forecasting models in 

intermittent SKU demand forecasting? 

I.II How do forecasting models, developed specifically for intermittent demand 

forecasting perform in comparison to statistical and ML forecasting models? 

I.III Does TA increase intermittent SKU demand forecasting performance of 

statistical models? 

I.IV Do the external variables used in this study increase the forecasting 

performance of ML forecasting models for intermittent SKU demand? 

I.V How do the CL variations of ML forecasting methods, supported by the 

integration of the time series features selected in this study perform in 

comparison to the series-by-series ML forecasting models in intermittent SKU 

demand forecasting? 

 

II. How should a specific forecasting model be selected for a product? 

 

The validity of the results presented in this study is limited to the presented forecasting models, 

external variables (temperature, precipitation, snow, week of the year, month, season, and 

year), and time-series features (strength of trend, strength of seasonality,  ADI, and CV2) which 

were selected for the analysis. It is also limited to the mean absolute scaled error (MASE) error 

measure which is used for the assessment of the forecasting accuracy of all models. The 
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forecasting horizon is four weeks and forecasts are produced for the year 2020 in a rolling 

fashion, resulting in 13 forecasting windows.  

 

In addition to the presented research questions, this study aims at identifying potential issues 

which might occur during the implementation and practical use of the approach presented in 

this work. Ways to overcome these issues will be presented as part of the recommendations 

for practice.  

 

1.3 Significance of the study 

 

This study adds to the research on intermittent demand forecasting in two important ways. 

Firstly, it integrates findings on which models or model modifications improve forecasting 

accuracy from regular demand literature (Fry & Brundage; Januschowski et al. 2020) and the 

M5 competition results as presented in Makridakis et al. (2020b) with the few findings of the 

existing comparative approaches for intermittent demand (Hong et al. 2018; Spiliotis et al. 

2020b; Kiefer et al. 2021). By adding TA models, external variables, and CL to the model pool, 

this work can draw more general conclusions about what improves forecasting model accuracy 

for intermittent demand. Among already existing comparative studies, only Spiliotis et al. 

(2020b) include CL, but only make use of two time series features. None of the studies include 

external variables. Secondly, the data set at the base of this analysis exhibits a very large range 

of intermittency, covering all of the four previously introduced demand categories. This allows 

for interesting insights with regards to how the drivers of model performance might differ within 

different levels of intermittency and erraticness. It rests to mention that this study, in addition to 

its academic contributions, also makes recommendations for practice when selecting demand 

forecasting models for inventory management which will prove highly valuable to any 

practitioner.   

 

1.4 Delimitations 

 

One important limitation of this study is the error measure that is applied to assess model 

performance. While the MASE is perfectly adequate to assess model performance for 

intermittent demand forecasting models, it does not reflect several important aspects of the 

inventory management context. It is a symmetrical error that penalizes forecasts which are too 
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high and forecasts which are too low in an equal manner. Thus, it assumes that the cost of not 

meeting customers’ demand is equal to having more inventory than needed which is rarely the 

case in practice. It also cannot reflect when a potential maximal limit of stock quantity is passed 

which would usually incur higher costs than just being above the target stock level. One error 

measure which could be used to represent such an asymmetric cost context is the stock-

keeping-oriented prediction error costs (SPEC) error measure which will be shortly introduced 

in chapter 2.2. Proposed by Martin et al. (2020) and applied by Kiefer et al. (2021) in addition 

to the MASE in their comparative study for intermittent and lumpy demand, this error measure 

can include stock-keeping and opportunity costs. As no stock-keeping and opportunity costs 

were available for this work, it was, however, not applied. 

 

A second limitation is that the model pool used in this study is not an exhaustive one, as 

forecasting models are numerous. Especially limited was the model pool of statistical models 

for regular (non-intermittent or barely intermittent) demand, as the number of products with 

such demand was extremely low. Not included among statistical models for regular demand 

were, for example, models which cover complex seasonalities such as TBATS (Livera et al. 

2011), models which optimize forecasts by integrating short-term and long-term components 

such as the theta method (Assimakopoulos & Nikolopoulos 2000), the winner of the M3 

forecasting competition (Makridakis & Hibon 2000), and its non-linear variation dynamic 

optimized theta (Fiorucci et al. 2016) or more complex statistical models such as dynamic 

regression (Hyndman & Athanasopoulos 2018). Neither have the aforementioned methods 

been applied in intermittent or SKU demand research so far nor does the specific context of 

this work justify their application. This might, however, be different in other settings. With 

regards to statistical models for intermittent demand, the TA model ADIDA by Nikolopoulos et 

al. (2011) was presented in the literature review but finally not included due to three reasons. 

First, it is only able to include one additional level of TA, other than the implemented iMAPA 

(Petropoulos & Kourentzes 2015) where the number of additional TA levels is flexible and up 

to the user. This is a desirable characteristic, as the data set is extremely intermittent and one 

additional TA level will not be sufficient to capture potential trend or seasonality patterns. 

Second, ADIDA applies only SES for forecasting the two different TA levels, a model which is 

not known to perform very well for intermittent demand time series. iMAPA, on the other hand, 

applies a dynamic combination of the Croston method and SES, depending on the degree of 

intermittency and demand volatility in the data set, which should adjust considerably better to 
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the products in the data set. And third, for lower levels of intermittency, where ADIDA could be 

expected to perform better than its counterparts for intermittent demand due to the use of SES, 

it is outperformed by the Croston method and its variants (Spiliotis et al. 2020b) of which all 

four are implemented in this work. Lastly, several ML models were also not included in this 

work. For example, the LightGBM method (Ke et al. 2017) which has been prevalent in the M5 

forecasting competition was not included. It has not been used in any of the comparative 

studies and only in very few cases in the intermittent demand literature in general (for an 

interesting approach similar to the Croston method, see Rožanec & Mladenić (2021), for a 

hierarchical forecasting approach, see Anderer & Li (2021)). LightGBM has a more complex 

model structure and contains considerably more parameters that must be optimized than other 

tree-based models. The special strength of LightGBM lies in its capability to drastically increase 

modeling speed for large data sets with a high number of features. This makes it especially apt 

for approaches that consist of model combinations, such as the winning submission of the M5 

competition whose produced forecasts are the arithmetic average of 220 different LightGBM 

models for different hierarchical levels in the data. However, the data set used in this study is 

small and does not require the increased complexity of LightGBM implementation for speed 

gains. Also, the model combination approach is out of the scope of this work although it would 

be highly interesting to assess such a LightGBM approach in a separate study. In addition to 

LightGBM, NNs were not considered in this study. As previously mentioned, the inclusion of 

ML models in intermittent demand literature has tended to focus on NNs during the last years. 

In the three comparative studies for intermittent demand which are highly relevant to this study, 

multi-layer perceptrons (single-layer NNs) are implemented and outperformed without 

exception by RFs, gradient-boosted trees (GBTs), and SVR, a first reason to not consider them 

for implementation in this work. Only Kiefer et al. (2021) implement an additional NN model in 

their study, the deep-learning (more than one layer) long short-term memory (LSTM) model, 

and find that it performs similarly well and for some demand categories better than SVR and 

ARIMA. However, Kiefer et al. (2021) do not optimize any model parameters and achieve 

MASE values which are at best 0.96 and more frequently 1.00 or worse, a value at which the 

same forecasting accuracy can be achieved with the one-step-ahead naïve forecast. These 

points, along with the fact that a focus on non-NN ML models might be beneficial for current 

intermittent demand literature, given its past focus on NN models, led me to the decision to not 

include NNs in this work.   
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The last limitation is the applicability of the conclusions drawn in this study. While they can 

provide an indication with regards to what drives model performance in a highly intermittent 

demand forecasting context and are highly useful for the implementation of the approach in the 

ERP, further studies are needed to solidify the conclusions. A forecasting model is always 

specific to the data set it is used on. Good performance on one data set and within one study 

context does not necessarily imply good performance on another data set. One measure which 

at least partially counteracts this issue is breaking down the analysis for the different demand 

categories which by themselves represent four data sets with rather different characteristics. 

Apart from data set characteristics, model performance is also influenced by the selected 

forecasting horizon, the choice of when to retrain the model, the error measure which is used 

to assess it, and the additional information it is provided with. Further studies with a similar 

approach are needed to validate the findings of this work, also in contexts other than automotive 

spare parts which exhibit equally high levels of intermittency. 

 

1.5 Structure of this work 

 

Following the introduction, chapter two of this research contains a review of relevant literature. 

It introduces recently identified forecasting performance drivers for continuous demand, 

complemented by the findings of the M5 competition results comparison in the first section. It 

then presents the models which make up the model pool of this work and provides justifications 

for their selection. Together with the model selection, a brief overview of error measures for 

intermittent demand forecasting is given. In addition, the literature review also shortly touches 

upon time-series features that have been identified as useful for demand time series forecasting 

and which are applied for CL in this work. It again provides justifications for the final selection 

of those time series features. Following the literature review, the methodology section will 

present the data collection and data preprocessing steps, as well as the specific 

implementations of all forecasting models, the time series features, and the error measure. The 

findings of this work are then summarized in the results part, including the exploratory data 

analysis of the data set, its characterization in terms of intermittency, trend, and seasonality, 

and its categorization into the different types of demand of the SBC framework. The model 

performance results for the overall data set, as well as within the different demand categories 

will be described and visualized and outcomes of different approaches to model selection will 

be presented. Finally, the results will be discussed and answers to all research questions will 
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be provided, complemented by the recommendations for the practical implementation of the 

demand forecasting module in the ERP. The work closes with a concluding comment. 

 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Research on demand forecasting is evolving at a very high pace, so a focus was put on the 

most recent findings from the contributing areas.  

 

2.1 Demand forecasting methods 

 

The first chapter of the literature review contains a brief outline of the characterization of 

forecasting methods and how these characteristics drive forecasting performance. It 

summarizes the results of the most recent studies which could be found for regular demand 

and complements them with the few existing findings from intermittent demand literature. After 

that, statistical methods for both regular and intermittent demand time series, as well as ML 

methods are reviewed and justifications for their selection will be provided. 

 

2.1.1 Performance drivers for continuous and intermittent demand forecasting 

 

Currently, there exists disagreement about how to separate different types of methods from 

each other (Spiliotis et al. 2020b: 8). One common distinction is between statistical and ML 

models where a “statistical [method is] any method that prescribes the data generating process, 

while [an] ML [method is] any method that allows for data relationships to be learned” (Spiliotis 

et al. 2020b: 8), the distinction which is applied also in this work. Januschowski et al. (2020: 

167) who have criticized the statistical and ML terminology as misleading and insufficient, offer 

the terms model-driven and data-driven, respectively. Generally, the literature finds that models 

denominated as ML, or data-driven, tend to outperform conventional statistical, or model-driven 

forecasting models (Fry & Brundage; Makridakis et al. 2020b: 23; Spiliotis et al. 2020b: 30). 

More specifically, ML models which generally tend to outperform statistical models contain tree-

based methods such as RFs, GBTs, and XGB, SVR, and LSTM deep-learning NNs in studies 

originating from academia (Spiliotis et al. 2020b; Kiefer et al. 2021). In the M5 forecasting 

competition, the best results were predominantly obtained by LightGBM (Makridakis et al. 

2020b; Bojer & Meldgaard 2021). The afore-mentioned recent papers generally agree on the 
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superiority of ML models over statistical models for both regular and intermittent demand. 

However, earlier papers such as a comparative study on regular demand by Makridakis et al. 

(2018) find that for 1,045 regular monthly demand time series, statistical methods, more 

specifically the ES implementation ETS and ARIMA models perform better than ML models 

which include a single layer NN, SVR, and regression trees, among others. 

 

Forecasting methods can further be separated with regards to whether they are global or local   

(Januschowski et al. 2020: 168–171). This criterion describes whether models are trained on 

each time series in the data set separately (local) or whether they consider several time series 

simultaneously for model training, for example via groupings or (partial) aggregations (global). 

The previously introduced concept of CL falls under the category of global models and is 

considered one essential contributor to superior forecasting model accuracy when time series 

within the data set are related or exhibit a hierarchical structure (Fry & Brundage; Makridakis 

et al. 2020b; Semenoglou et al. 2021).  

 

In addition to the vertical or hierarchical type of series aggregation, literature with a specific 

focus on intermittent demand proposes horizontal, or temporal series aggregation, i.e., the 

aggregation of data into higher-level time buckets (Kourentzes & Athanasopoulos 2021; Pinçe 

et al. 2021). The benefits of CL, as well as TA, are an increased chance of capturing underlying 

patterns such as trend and seasonality in the time series, as noise and other types of 

uncertainty that could distort those patterns are reduced. (Kourentzes et al. 2014: 292; 

Makridakis et al. 2020b)  

 

A final driver of high performance in forecasting models which is essential for this work is the 

inclusion of information that is not contained within the time series (Fry & Brundage; Makridakis 

et al. 2020b; Bojer & Meldgaard 2021). The inclusion of explanatory variables for intermittent 

demand forecasting in inventory management has been considered especially valuable in 

situations where specific external events are under the control of the company, such as 

promotions (Boylan & Syntetos 2008: 483). Further exogenous variables of interest which have 

been identified as relevant for demand forecasting, in general, are weather (precipitation and 

temperature), holidays, and specific counters for days until, into, and after those, seasonality 

indicators such as the month, the day of the month, the week of the year, etc., and sales prices 

(Fry & Brundage; Makridakis et al. 2020b; Bojer & Meldgaard 2021).  
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This was a brief overview of different characteristics which can drive forecasting performance, 

and which are taken into consideration in this work. Further important factors are model 

ensembles and model-driven combinations, i.e., the combination of multiple different 

forecasting models using a separate (meta-) model or a weighting of different forecasting model 

outputs (Fry & Brundage; Januschowski et al. 2020; Makridakis et al. 2020b). The model pool 

of this work is rather large, and the inclusion of ML models, CL, and external variables was 

expected to prove more beneficial than model ensembles, so model ensembles are only 

implemented in the form of TA models (equally weighted aggregation) and where they are 

inherent in the model itself, as is the case for the advanced tree-based methods RFs and XGB. 

The main reasons are that ML models show consistently strong performance in the majority of 

papers referenced in this study, CL is already implemented in an initial form by Spiliotis et al. 

(2020b) and proves beneficial, external variables add a level of information that could not be 

obtained by a model ensemble, and basic model ensembles are covered in the selected 

models. 

 

In the following three chapters, I will present an overview of the most common forecasting 

methods in the literature for continuous and intermittent demand. It will contain statistical 

models for regular demand, statistical models for intermittent demand, and ML models which 

are not specific to a certain type of demand.  

 

2.1.2 Statistical models for regular demand forecasting 

 

Three statistical models were selected for this work: ES, ARIMA, and THieF. ES models are 

standard models in inventory management (Wild 2017) and included in statistical forecasting 

software for SKU demand forecasting such as ForecastPro (Stellwagen & Goodrich 2000). 

They serve as benchmark models in the M5 and M4 forecasting competitions (Makridakis et al. 

2020a, 2020b) and the comparative study for intermittent SKU demand by Spiliotis et al. 

(2020b). Kiefer et al. (2021) include an ES model variation as one of three statistical models in 

their comparative study for highly intermittent demand and find its performance to be 

consistently above average. Overall, ES models provide a simple way to include trend and 

seasonality aspects of a time series which are two important characteristics for automotive 

spare parts and thus the context of this work. The second model family selected for this work 

is the ARIMA family. They are a powerful statistical forecasting tool, especially for the 
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forecasting of volatile regular (non-intermittent) demand (Abolghasemi et al. 2020). Just like ES 

models, ARIMA models are commonly implemented in statistical demand forecasting software 

(Stellwagen & Goodrich 2000) and used as a statistical benchmark in the M5 and M4 

competitions (Makridakis et al. 2020a, 2020b). Most importantly, ARIMA models are among the 

best-performing models for all categories and, in the case of lumpy (highest-variance) demand, 

outperform all other models in the comparative study on intermittent demand forecasting by 

Kiefer et al. (2021). The third and last model included in the statistical models for regular 

demand in this work is the THieF by Athanasopoulos et al. (2017). THieF forecasts different 

TAs of a time series using ES models and combines the forecast to predict the base time series 

values. TA is one of the previously identified factors which drive model performance for 

intermittent demand (Kourentzes & Athanasopoulos 2021). While THieF has not been applied 

in the recent comparative studies for intermittent demand, Barak et al. (2019) find in their 

comparative study for regular demand that it performs second-best among a pool of mainly 

statistical models which include the Theta model (Assimakopoulos & Nikolopoulos 2000), 

winner of the M3 forecasting competition (Makridakis & Hibon 2000), ARIMA, and also a NN. 

Barak et al. (2019) find as the best-performing method the Multi Aggregation Prediction 

Algorithm (MAPA) by Kourentzes et al. (2014) whose equivalent for intermittent time series, the 

iMAPA, is included in this work and will be presented later in this chapter. Overall, the pool of 

statistical models for regular demand was maintained small as it is mainly intended to account 

for the less intermittent time series in the data set, the share of which is extremely low. 

Therefore, forecasting models such as the previously mentioned Theta model or more 

advanced statistical models such as dynamic regression are not included in this work. The 

following paragraphs will now introduce ES, ARIMA, and THieF models in detail. 

 

Exponential smoothing (ES) models: The basic ES model, also called single exponential 

smoothing (SES) and firstly introduced by Brown (1957), calculates a time series’ smoothed 

level 𝑙 at time 𝑡, denoted 𝑙𝑡, as the weighted average of the actual observation at time 𝑡 and the 

level 𝑙 calculated at the previous time step 𝑡 − 1. This weighted average is defined by a 

smoothing parameter 𝛼 which weighs the current observation with the value of 𝛼 and the 

previous level 𝑙 with the value of 1 −  𝛼. Generally, 𝛼 takes on values between 0 and 1. The 

higher the value of 𝛼, the less important past observations become for the smoothed model. 

Extensions to the SES were made by Holt (2004) to include trend and Winters (1960) to include 

seasonality. Both trend and seasonality can either be additive or multiplicative and trend can 
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additionally be damped, meaning that the curve will flatten over time and not grow towards +/- 

∞. (Gardner 2006) A holistic and automatable implementation of exponential smoothing models 

is ETS, a method based on an underlying state-space framework which contains 12 different 

exponential smoothing methods, resulting from combinations of type of trend and seasonality 

(Table 1) (Hyndman et al. 2002).  

 

Table 1: The twelve possible combinations of trend and seasonality components in the ETS 

framework, adopted from Hyndman et al. (2002). Integration of the error term doubles the 

available combinations to 24. 

Trend Component Seasonal Component 

N 

(none) 

A 

(additive) 

M 

(multiplicative) 

N (none) NN NA NM 

A (additive) AN AA AM 

M (multiplicative) MN MA MM 

D (damped) DN DA DM 

 

The underlying methods can be expressed via the following formulae: 

 

𝑙𝑡 = 𝛼𝑃𝑡 + (1 − 𝛼)𝑄𝑡      ( 1 ) 

𝑏𝑡 = 𝛽𝑅𝑡 + (𝜙 − 𝛽)𝑏𝑡−1       ( 2 ) 

𝑠𝑡 = 𝛾𝑇𝑡 + (1 − 𝛾)𝑠𝑡−𝑚      ( 3 ) 

 

The first formula expresses the level 𝑙 at time 𝑡, the second formula expresses the trend at time 

𝑡, i.e., the slope of the series, and the third formula expresses the seasonal component 𝑠 at 

time 𝑡, with 𝑚 as the number of seasons in a year. 𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝛾 are smoothing parameters which 

take on constant values and generally lie between 0 and 1. 𝜙 is a damping parameter which is 

generally 1 and only changed when a damped trend model is appropriate. It can take on values 

between the smoothing parameter for the trend equation, 𝛽, and 1. 𝑃𝑡 is the observed value 𝑌𝑡 

of the time series without seasonal component and the observed value 𝑌𝑡 added to (additive 

seasonality) or multiplied with (multiplicative seasonality) the seasonal component at the 

previous season 𝑠𝑡−𝑚. 𝑄𝑡 expresses the level of the model at the previous time step 𝑡 − 1. If 

the model contains no trend, it is equal to the level at the previous time step, 𝑙𝑡−1. If trend is 

included, 𝑄𝑡 equals 𝑙𝑡−1 added to (additive trend) or multiplied with (multiplicative trend) the 
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trend component at the previous time step 𝑏𝑡−1. 𝑅𝑡 expresses the change due to the trend 

between two time steps and is defined only if a trend exists. It is the difference (additive trend) 

or ratio (multiplicative trend) between the levels 𝑙𝑡 and 𝑙𝑡−1. 𝑇𝑡 expresses the change due to 

seasonality and is defined only if a seasonal component is included. It is the difference (additive 

seasonality) or ratio (multiplicative seasonality) between the observed value 𝑌𝑡 and 𝑄𝑡, the level 

at 𝑡 − 1. Together with the final calculation of the point forecasts 𝐹𝑡+ℎ, where ℎ is the forecasting 

horizon, all definitions can be found in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Detailed expressions of 𝑃, 𝑄, 𝑅, 𝑇, and the point forecast calculations for the forecasting 

horizon ℎ, adopted from Hyndman et al. (2002). 

Trend 
component 

 

 

 

 

N (none) 

Seasonal component 

N 

(none) 

A 

(additive) 

M 

(multiplicative) 

𝑃𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡 𝑃𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡 − 𝑠𝑡−𝑚 𝑃𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡/𝑠𝑡−𝑚 

𝑄𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡−1 𝑄𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡−1 𝑄𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡−1 

 𝑇𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡 − 𝑄𝑡 𝑇𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡/𝑄𝑡 

𝜙 = 1 𝜙 = 1 𝜙 = 1 

𝐹𝑡+ℎ = 𝑙𝑡 𝐹𝑡+ℎ = 𝑙𝑡 + 𝑠𝑡+ℎ−𝑚 𝐹𝑡+ℎ = 𝑙𝑡𝑠𝑡+ℎ−𝑚 

A 

(additive) 

𝑃𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡 𝑃𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡 − 𝑠𝑡−𝑚 𝑃𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡/𝑠𝑡−𝑚 

𝑄𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑡−1 𝑄𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑡−1 𝑄𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑡−1 

𝑅𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡 − 𝑙𝑡−1 𝑅𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡 − 𝑙𝑡−1 𝑅𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡 − 𝑙𝑡−1 

 𝑇𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡 − 𝑄𝑡 𝑇𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡/𝑄𝑡 

𝜙 = 1 𝜙 = 1 𝜙 = 1 

𝐹𝑡+ℎ = 𝑙𝑡 + ℎ𝑏𝑡 𝐹𝑡+ℎ
= 𝑙𝑡 + ℎ𝑏𝑡 + 𝑠𝑡+ℎ−𝑚 

𝐹𝑡+ℎ = (𝑙𝑡 + ℎ𝑏𝑡)𝑠𝑡+ℎ−𝑚 

M 

(multiplicative) 

𝑃𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡 𝑃𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡 − 𝑠𝑡−𝑚 𝑃𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡/𝑠𝑡−𝑚 

𝑄𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡−1𝑏𝑡−1 𝑄𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡−1𝑏𝑡−1 𝑄𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡−1𝑏𝑡−1 

𝑅𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡/𝑙𝑡−1 𝑅𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡/𝑙𝑡−1 𝑅𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡/𝑙𝑡−1 

 𝑇𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡 − 𝑄𝑡 𝑇𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡/𝑄𝑡 

𝜙 = 1 𝜙 = 1 𝜙 = 1 

𝐹𝑡+ℎ = 𝑙𝑡𝑏𝑡
ℎ
 𝐹𝑡+ℎ = 𝑙𝑡𝑏𝑡

ℎ + 𝑠𝑡+ℎ−𝑚 𝐹𝑡+ℎ = 𝑙𝑡𝑏𝑡
ℎ𝑠𝑡+ℎ−𝑚 

D  

(damped) 

𝑃𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡 𝑃𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡 − 𝑠𝑡−𝑚 𝑃𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡/𝑠𝑡−𝑚 

𝑄𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑡−1 𝑄𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑡−1 𝑄𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑡−1 

𝑅𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡 − 𝑙𝑡−1 𝑅𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡 − 𝑙𝑡−1 𝑅𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡 − 𝑙𝑡−1 

 𝑇𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡 − 𝑄𝑡 𝑇𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡/𝑄𝑡 

𝛽 < 𝜙 < 1 𝛽 < 𝜙 < 1 𝛽 < 𝜙 < 1 

𝐹𝑡+ℎ
= 𝑙𝑡 + (1 + 𝜙 +⋯
+ 𝜙ℎ−1)𝑏𝑡 

𝐹𝑡+ℎ
= 𝑙𝑡 + (1 + 𝜙 +⋯
+ 𝜙ℎ−1)𝑏𝑡 + 𝑠𝑡+ℎ−𝑚 

𝐹𝑡+ℎ
= [𝑙𝑡
+ (1 + 𝜙 +⋯+ 𝜙ℎ−1)𝑏𝑡]𝑠𝑡+ℎ−𝑚 
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Hyndman et al. (2002) then derive state-space formulations for all 12 method variations in the 

framework. For each method variation, two state-space models can be defined: one that 

assumes an additive error and one that assumes a multiplicative error. The final number of 

available ES model combinations is thus 24. The automated model selection algorithm ETS 

which is implemented for ES modeling in this work selects the appropriate among all 24 

methods. More details with regards to the integration of the error and the complete formulation 

of the state-space equations can be found in Hyndman et al. (2002: 447–448). 

 

Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models: The family of ARIMA models 

is based on the autocorrelations in the data (Hyndman & Athanasopoulos 2018: 290). 

𝐴𝑅𝐼𝑀𝐴(𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑞) models consist of three components: an autoregressive component 𝐴𝑅(𝑝), an 

integration component 𝐼(𝑑), and a moving average component 𝑀𝐴(𝑞). The autoregressive 

component 𝐴𝑅(𝑝) expresses the time series values as a linear combination of its 𝑝 past values 

(lags). It can be expressed as 

 

𝑦𝑡 = 𝑐1 + 𝜙1𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝜙2𝑦𝑡−2 +⋯+𝜙𝑝𝑦𝑡−𝑝 + 𝜀1𝑡 ,    ( 4 ) 

 

where 𝑐1 is the intercept or constant of the regression function, 𝑝 indicates the number of lags 

which are used for modeling, 𝜙1 to 𝜙𝑝 are the coefficients of each lag, and 𝜀 is a white noise 

error term. The moving average 𝑀𝐴(𝑞) part of the model regresses the values of a time series 

on its past forecast errors and can be expressed as  

 

𝑦𝑡 = 𝑐2 + 𝜀𝑡 + 𝜃1𝜀𝑡−1 + 𝜃2𝜀𝑡−2 +⋯+ 𝜃𝑞𝜀2𝑡−𝑞                             ( 5 ) 

 

where 𝑐2 is the intercept of the moving average function, 𝑞 indicates the number of lagged error 

terms, 𝜃1 to 𝜃𝑞 are the coefficients of the lagged errors and 𝜀 is the error term at the current 

time step 𝑡. The integration component 𝐼(𝑑) defines how many times a time series must be 

differenced until it is stationary. Overall, an 𝐴𝑅𝐼𝑀𝐴(𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑞) model can be written as  

 

𝑦𝑡
′ = 𝑐 + 𝜙1𝑦′𝑡−1 +⋯+ 𝜙𝑝𝑦

′
𝑡−𝑝 + 𝜃1𝜀𝑡−1 +⋯+ 𝜃𝑞𝜀𝑡−𝑞 + 𝜀𝑡 ,    ( 6 ) 

 

where 𝑦’ is a stationary time series which has been differenced 𝑑 times (different from the non-

differenced time series 𝑦𝑡 in equations (4) and (5)) and 𝑐 is the intercept of the ARIMA model. 
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ARIMA modeling is commonly done following the Box-Jenkins method which defines certain 

preconditions and model selection criteria (Box & Jenkins 1970). The first condition for 

successful ARIMA modeling is that the time series be stationary. Values of a stationary time 

series have the same distribution, no matter the point in time. Formulated as a weaker 

condition, a stationary time series has a constant mean, constant variance, and constant 

autocovariance. Autocovariance is the covariance between a time series and itself at a lagged 

time, i.e., shifted backward by the number of time steps which are defined as lag. If the lag is 

defined as 0, it is simply the covariance between the time series and itself at the same time 

step, i.e., its variance. If stationarity in a time series is not given, it can frequently be induced 

by differencing or transformations using logarithm. Stationarity in a time series can be detected 

using statistical tests called unit root tests among other methods. After selecting the adequate 

degree of differentiation 𝑑, the optimal number of lags 𝑝 and 𝑞 is defined by fitting a model for 

different lag combinations. After making sure that the time series is stationary, the ARIMA 

model is fitted using maximum likelihood estimation for different combinations of lagged values 

of both the AR and MA parts of the model. The best model is then selected via the minimization 

of an information criterion which is generally constructed using the likelihood function of the 

fitted model and a penalization element for increasing numbers of parameters. (Hyndman & 

Athanasopoulos 2018)  

 

Temporal Hierarchies Framework (THieF): THieF applies a structured forecast combination 

approach by establishing a symmetric TA hierarchy for the data at hand (Athanasopoulos et al. 

2017). The number of time buckets on each TA level is within the set of divisors without a 

remainder of the level below. For example, if the initial time series has 12 observations, it is 

possible to aggregate on TA level 2, 3, 4, or 6 in the first step, but not on TA level 5. This would 

result in 6, 4, 3, or 2 time buckets, respectively. The next TA level then must be defined based 

on the previous TA level. An example of such a symmetrical hierarchy is visualized in Figure 

5. 
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Figure 5: An exemplary symmetrical hierarchy of monthly data, adopted from Athanasopoulos 

et al. (2017: 67). 

 

In this hierarchical system, coherence among the different aggregation levels makes sure that 

each aggregation level’s forecasts are equal to the sum of the more disaggregated level’s 

forecast below. A correction scheme accounts for negative values, resulting from the enforced 

coherence. The detailed definition of the reconciliation methods of the forecasts, an estimator 

of the covariance matrix of the forecast errors, is not trivial; however, its mathematical details 

go beyond the scope of this work and if of interest can be found in Athanasopoulos et al. (2017: 

69–70). THieF accounts for trend and seasonality by applying the already mentioned ETS 

framework for the ES model family. While THieF is not specifically characterized as a model 

for intermittent demand, its ability to capture trend and seasonality on higher TA levels 

(Hyndman & Athanasopoulos 2018) makes it a model with high potential for increased 

forecasting performance for intermittent demand. 

 

2.1.3 Statistical models for intermittent demand forecasting 

 

This work implements an overall of five statistical models for intermittent demand: the Croston 

model and its three variants, and iMAPA. In the area of statistical models specifically developed 

for intermittent demand, the family of the Croston model (Croston 1972), later adjusted by Rao 

(1973), and its variants are among the most popular and most studied ones (Kiefer et al. 2021; 

Pinçe et al. 2021). While Croston’s method and its variants are not without criticism with regards 

to their performance, several studies find them to be superior to statistical models for regular 

demand in an intermittent demand context (Willemain et al. 1994; Syntetos & Boylan 2005; 

Teunter & Duncan 2009; Spiliotis et al. 2020b). Croston’s method is assessed in both 

comparative studies by Kiefer et al. (2021) and Spiliotis et al. (2020b), with the latter assessing 

all four models of the Croston model family. Spiliotis et al. (2020b) confirm that Croston models, 
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and especially the SBA variant, outperform ES generally, as well as within each of the four 

demand categories of the SBC framework. ARIMA is however not included in their study. Kiefer 

et al. (2021) find that Croston performs worse than ES and ARIMA in all demand categories 

when using the MASE error measure which is also used in this work. However, applying an 

error measure developed specifically for inventory management which considers stock-keeping 

and opportunity costs which will be shortly introduced in chapter 2.2, they find that Croston 

outperforms all other models of the model pool, including tree-based ML models, SVR, and 

deep learning NNs. Lastly, Croston models are used as a benchmark in the M5 competition 

which finds that with increasing intermittency in the data, the gap between the best-performing 

LightGBM model and Croston shrinks considerably, indicating that Croston models do hold 

value when it comes to highly intermittent data (Makridakis et al. 2020b). In addition to the 

Croston family, there are two further statistical models introduced which make use of TA: the 

aggregate-disaggregate intermittent demand approach (ADIDA) by Nikolopoulos et al. (2011) 

and the intermittent Multiple Aggregation Prediction Algorithm (iMAPA) by Petropoulos & 

Kourentzes (2015). While ADIDA makes use of one additional TA level and uses SES to 

produce forecasts, iMAPA includes several TA levels and chooses among Croston family 

models and SES to produce forecasts, depending on the values of the intermittency and 

erraticness features of the time series. Both ADIDA and iMAPA are assessed in the 

comparative study by Spiliotis et al. (2020b). They are generally outperformed by the Croston 

family models but perform better than ES and simple moving average models. However, the 

degree of intermittency in the study is extremely low which might be one potential explanation 

why TA doesn’t add much value to the forecasts. In the M5 competition on the other hand, 

ADIDA and iMAPA outperform the original Croston benchmark model for higher degrees of 

intermittency, but perform slightly worse than ES and ARIMA models (Makridakis et al. 2020b). 

In their recent literature review of studies intermittent demand forecasting models for spare 

parts, Pinçe et al. (2021) also find that ADIDA outperforms Croston family and ES models. No 

studies making use of iMAPA are mentioned in the context of spare parts. The findings for 

ADIDA and iMAPA are thus very inconclusive. For this study, it was decided to only apply the 

iMAPA method. The main motivation behind this is the extreme intermittency in the data set 

which is higher than the intermittency in any of the reference studies. Multiple TA levels in this 

context are expected to be more beneficial for forecasting performance than only one additional 

TA level as implemented by ADIDA. For the lower levels of intermittency, both ADIDA and 

iMAPA were outperformed by the Croston method and its variants, which are already 
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implemented in this work. Also, the ADIDA method makes exclusively use of SES, a method 

which is not particularly known to perform well for highly intermittent demand, while iMAPA 

applies a more sophisticated forecasting approach, selecting among Croston and SES 

depending on the degree of intermittency and demand volatility of the product. An additional 

remark must be made with regards to iMAPA and the previously introduced THieF model. The 

two approaches are highly similar in the sense that they make use of several TA levels to 

produce forecasts. However, THieF makes use of the ETS framework for forecasting, a 

dynamic selection among different ES methods which considers trend and seasonality. iMAPA 

makes use of the Croston family models and SES, all of which do not consider trend and 

seasonality in their forecasts (Kourentzes & Athanasopoulos 2021). In the following 

paragraphs, the statistical methods more intermittent demand applied in this work will be 

described more in detail. 

 

Croston, Syntetos-Boylan Approximation (SBA), Shale-Boylan-Johnston Approximation 

(SBJA), and Teunter-Syntetos-Babai (TSB) model: Croston’s method (Croston 1972), later 

adjusted by Rao (1973) is inherently different from the demand forecasting methods which have 

been presented so far. As already mentioned, intermittent demand is characterized by frequent 

periods of zero demand, only occasionally interrupted by non-zero demand. Croston’s method 

proposes to separate the demand time series into two parts: demand arrivals, i.e. the length of 

zero-demand periods between demand occurrences and demand sizes when demand occurs 

(Spiliotis et al. 2020b). These two separate parts are forecasted using SES and can be stated 

as follows:  

 

�̂�𝑡 = 𝛼𝑧𝑧𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝛼𝑧)�̂�𝑡−1                                             ( 7 ) 

�̂�𝑡 = 𝛼𝑝𝑝𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝛼𝑝)�̂�𝑡−1.                                           ( 8 ) 

 

�̂�𝑡 expresses the forecasted demand arrival period, where 𝛼𝑧 is the smoothing factor of the ES 

model for demand arrivals and �̂�𝑡 expresses the forecasted demand size, where 𝛼𝑝 is the 

smoothing factor of the ES model for demand sizes. 𝑧𝑡−1 and 𝑝𝑡−1 are the last observed values 

of the demand arrival period and the demand size, respectively. The combined forecast is then 

calculated by dividing the forecasted demand arrival by the forecasted demand size. 

 

𝑦�̂� =
�̂�𝑡

𝑝𝑡
                                                             ( 9 ) 
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The forecasts which are the result of the above-given formula are a constant value for the 

complete forecasting horizon, or until demand occurs, as this triggers the recalculation of the 

Croston model and its variants. In the hypothetical case of a perfectly continuous time series, 

the Croston method is equivalent to SES.  

 

Croston’s method was later shown to be biased by Syntetos & Boylan (2005: 306). The bias 

was caused by the smoothing factor 𝛼𝑧 of the ES model for demand arrivals and was corrected 

in the SBA via a debiasing factor. Demand in the SBA is assumed to occur as a Bernoulli 

process. It can be written as follows: 

 

�̂�𝑡 = (1 −
𝛼𝑧

2
) 
�̂�𝑡 

𝑝𝑡
.          ( 10 ) 

  

Another modification of the method was proposed by Shale et al. (2006) in the SBJA. In their 

model, demand occurrence follows a Poisson process. They adjusted the already existing 

debiasing factor for SES as follows: 

 

�̂�𝑡 =
1−𝛼𝑧

2−𝛼𝑧
 
�̂�𝑡 

𝑝𝑡
.        ( 11 ) 

 

Lastly, the TSB variant (Teunter et al. 2010b) takes a different approach to express the periods 

in which no demand occurs. Instead of a series containing the length of each no-demand 

period, a Boolean series �̂�𝑡 is multiplied with the demand sizes. This Boolean series �̂�𝑡 takes 

on values of one when demand occurs and values of zero when no demand occurs. Both �̂�𝑡 

and the demand size are again extrapolated using SES and the forecasts can then be 

expressed as 

 

�̂�𝑡 = �̂�𝑡�̂�𝑡.        ( 12 ) 

 

Intermittent Multiple Aggregation Prediction Algorithm (iMAPA): iMAPA combines multiple 

non-overlapping TA levels into one forecast (Petropoulos & Kourentzes 2015). These 

aggregation levels are continuous up to the maximum aggregation level, which is specified by 

the user. For example, if the data is monthly, it is aggregated into bi-monthly levels, quarters, 

trimesters, buckets of five months, and so on (aggregation levels: 2, 3, 4, 5, and so on), as 
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visualized in Figure 6. To make sure that time buckets are equally sized, some aggregation 

levels require truncation, i.e., the removal of observations. If truncation is required, it is done 

for the initial (oldest) observations of the time series.  

 

 

Figure 6: Exemplary TA on all levels of monthly data, taken from Petropoulos & Kourentzes 

(2015: 924). Grey areas are truncated to maintain equally sized time buckets. 

 

A common reference to define the maximum aggregation level is the maximum inter-demand 

interval. The inter-demand interval is the period between two occurring demands in intermittent 

demand (Makridakis et al. 2020b: 40), equivalent to the demand arrivals in the Croston model. 

Each TA level is then forecasted separately using one of three different forecasting methods: 

Croston, SBA, or SES. As an optimal solution, Petropoulos & Kourentzes (2015) propose a 

combination of methods, where depending on the intermittency and erraticness of the TA level, 

one of Croston, SBA, or SES is used. The motivation behind the inclusion of SES is that with 

increasing aggregation level, the intermittency of the time series is reduced, and SES is likely 

to provide better forecasts than Croston or SBA. Forecasts are then calculated by aggregating 

the extrapolations on each TA level using equal weights and combining the different levels into 

one using the arithmetic mean.  

 

2.1.4 Machine learning models for demand forecasting 

 

In the domain of intermittent demand, research making use of ML models tends to focus on 

NNs (Kourentzes 2013; Lolli et al. 2017; Fu et al. 2018; Boutselis & McNaught 2019; Spiliotis 

et al. 2020b; Pinçe et al. 2021). To complement existing research, this work will specifically 

consider ML methods other than NNs which have proven to be successful in the two studies 
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by Kiefer et al. (2021) and Spiliotis et al. (2020b), and further advance them by including their 

CL and external variable variations. More specifically, this work includes three ML models: two 

tree-based models, RFs and XGB, and SVR. In a first holistic comparison of forecasting 

methods for SKU demand, Spiliotis et al. (2020b) compare NNs with six other ML methods 

which include RFs, GBTs, k-nearest neighbor regression, SVR, and Gaussian processes. They 

find that for two different error measures (root mean squared scaled error and absolute mean 

scaled error, two error measures which are related to the MASE), NNs are outperformed by 

several of the other ML methods among which the best performers are RFs, GBTs, and SVR. 

The best-performing method overall and in the intermittent and lumpy demand categories are 

RFs. In the case of erratic demand, SVR outperforms RFs and in the case of smooth demand, 

GBT outperforms RFs. XGB is not applied in their study. The small-scale study by Hong et al. 

(2018) finds that RFs outperform both GBTs and NNs. SVR is not used in the study. Increased 

forecasting performance through the use of tree-based methods was also generally pointed out 

by Bojer & Meldgaard (2021) in their assessment of Kaggle demand forecasting competitions, 

the last of which is the already mentioned M5 competition which partly contains intermittent 

demand time series. The winning method and nearly all of the high-performing submissions of 

the M5 competition make use of LightGBM, a GBT framework (Ke et al. 2017; Makridakis et al. 

2020b). The study by Kiefer et al. (2021) applies RFs, XGB, and SVR and finds that overall 

their performance is mediocre. All three are outperformed by a deep learning LSTM NN, 

ARIMA, and even the ES model variation which includes trend and seasonality, a surprising 

finding. However, Kiefer et al. (2021) do not optimize any of the ML models’ parameters in their 

study and the MASE for even the best performing models is extremely close to or above 1, 

implying that none of them perform (considerably) better than a naïve forecast (predicting the 

next value is identical to the last known value) would. Also, when looking at model performance 

within the different demand categories, SVR performs second or third best for three of the four 

demand categories, except for lumpy demand where it performs considerably worse than most 

other methods, a direct contradiction to the finding of Spiliotis et al. (2020b). Some recent 

singular (non-comparative) studies successfully apply XGboost to intermittent demand settings, 

such as e.g., the food industry (Sukarsa et al. 2021) or large-scale retail sales (Massaro et al. 

2021). Similar applications of RFs can be found in retail (Güven et al. 2021) and, less recently, 

of SVR for spare parts (Bao et al. 2005; Hua & Zhang 2006; Vaitkus et al. 2014). In the 

following, the three models applied in this work will be introduced in detail. 
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Introduction to tree-based models: At the core of the tree-based models are regression trees 

(RTs) as established by Breiman et al. (1984). An RT is a structural model which consists of 

nodes, branches, and leaves (Figure 7). It originates from one root node which contains all the 

observations of the training data set (the part of the data set used for model building, in contrast 

to the test data set which is used for model testing). From there, the tree grows via internal 

nodes where each node represents a binary partition of the observations in the data set 

according to a specific rule based on the explanatory variables, a process called recursive 

partitioning. A partition rule is defined in such a way that it separates the observations in one 

node into two groups, e.g., via a numeric threshold for one of the explanatory variables. The 

objective of the partitions is to decrease the sum of squared errors (SSE) within each node, 

i.e., the sum of the squared differences between each of the target variables (the value which 

the analyst wants to predict as accurately as possible by making use of the explanatory values) 

of the observations within the node and the average value of their target variables. SSE is also 

called a loss function, where minimal loss is optimal. At each node, the RT will assess all 

different possible partitions and select the one which minimizes the SSE of the two following 

nodes. An RT will stop partitioning once a further partition does not decrease the SSE, e.g., 

when only one observation is left or all observations in a node have the same observed value. 

Alternatively, a RT can also stop in accordance with some stopping criterion, such as a 

threshold number of observations within the leaf or a maximum depth, expressed by the 

number of layers the trees is allowed to have. If a node is not split any further, it is called a leaf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: A simplified regression tree. 

 

To make predictions, the RT applies the established set of rules to new observations and 

categorizes them into the leaves. The predicted value for each observation is the (already 

calculated) value of the leaf to which it is assigned. As a reminder: this leaf value is the average 

of the target variables of the observations which were assigned to that leaf because they were 

found to minimize the SSE during the model building phase. Single RTs can fit the data set on 

R1 

root node 

leaves 

branches 

nodes R2 R3 

set of rules 
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which they are trained extremely well but exhibit higher generalization error, i.e., will not perform 

very well on data they have never seen before because they are too specialized to the training 

data. This problem, termed overfitting, can for example be solved by pruning the trees. Pruning 

reduces tree complexity by replacing nodes with leaves if the improvement in model 

performance achieved by the node is below a certain threshold. Alternatively, an ensemble of 

RTs instead of a single tree can be used to avoid overfitting. 

 

Random forests (RFs): One such ensemble approach is RFs, also called regression forests, 

where the output of several RTs is averaged to produce the final forecast (Breiman 2001). The 

approach for building an RF is distinguished by two main characteristics: bootstrap aggregation 

(bagging) and random feature (=explanatory variable) selection at the nodes. The 

bootstrapping part of bagging denotes the random sampling process of 𝐾 subsets ℒ𝑘
(𝐵)
 of size 

𝑁 among the training data set ℒ, consisting of data {(𝑦𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖), 𝑖 = 1,… 𝐼}, where 𝐼 is the total 

number of observations, 𝑦𝑖 are the observed target variables and 𝑥𝑖 are the explanatory 

variables in the training data set. On each subset a predictor 𝜑 (𝑥𝑖, ℒ𝑘
(𝐵)
) is built, where 

𝜑 (𝑥𝑖 , ℒ𝑘
(𝐵)
) uses 𝑥𝑖 to produce the prediction �̂�𝑖 . In the case of RTs, the collection of 𝐾 tree 

predictors which each possess their own set of decision rules constitutes the forest. While 

sampling of the subsets is done randomly, the underlying distribution of all ℒ𝑘
(𝐵)

 is identical to 

the distribution of ℒ. Also, sampling is done with replacement, meaning that after an observation 

is sampled it is returned to the dataset and can be resampled (Breiman 1996). Building each 

RT in the RF upon a distinct random subset is one main contributor to reduced overfitting. The 

second characteristic, random feature selection, or forward variable selection implies that not 

all 𝑀 features 𝑥𝑛 = (𝑥𝑖1, … , 𝑥𝑖𝑀), but a randomly selected feature subset with 𝑚 < 𝑀 features 

is used to decide on the next data split at the nodes. For this purpose, different subsets with 𝑚 

features are tested and the best-performing one is used. The loss function for RFs for 

regression is generally the SSE, just as was the case for RTs. The overall general predictor 

function in the case of regression is the average of the 𝐾 predictors on the bagged subsets:  

 

𝜑𝐵(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑎𝑣𝐵𝜑(𝑥𝑖, ℒ
(𝐵)).                          ( 13 ) 

 

Predictions made by an RF making use of the tree predictors are thus obtained as follows for 

a test data set 𝒯 with data {(𝑦𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖), 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝐼} where 𝐼 is the total number of observations: 
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�̂�𝑖 = 𝜙𝑘(𝑥𝑖) =
1

𝑘
∑ 𝑓𝑘(𝑥𝑖)
𝐾
𝑘=1 , 𝑓𝑘 ∈ ℱ.         ( 14 ) 

 

ℱ denotes the space of RTs 𝑓𝑘(𝑥𝑖) whose output is averaged to obtain the predictions. The 

general prediction procedure of an RF is depicted in  

Figure 8.  

 

 

Figure 8: A simplified structure of an RF predictor for the exemplary case of 𝑖 = 1. 

 

Both bagging and random feature selection enforce a variation on the different RTs which make 

the overall RF robust to noise and less prone to generalization error. (Breiman 2001) 

 

XGboost: Different from RFs, XGboost (Chen & Guestrin 2016) connects the RT ensembles 

via gradient boosting as established by Friedman (2001). In gradient boosting, the trees which 

constitute the model ensemble are not built simultaneously and on several different data 

subsets, but sequentially for one data set. The trees are not directly fitted to the actual target 

values 𝑦𝑖 in the test data set, but to the pseudo-residuals, i.e., the differences between the 

predicted values �̂�𝑖
(𝑡−1)

 from the preceding tree and the observed target values 𝑦𝑖. Before the 

first tree can be built on the pseudo-residuals, a predicted value is needed. As a reminder, the 

predicted target values per leaf are generally calculated as the averages of the target variables 

of all observations within that leaf. The initial node (“leaf”) contains all observations of the 

training data set. In the case of XGboost however, the predicted values of the function �̂�𝑖
(0)

 

default to 0.5. Pseudo-residuals are then calculated as 𝑒𝑖
(0)
= �̂�𝑖

(0)
 − 𝑦𝑖 and the first tree in the 

�̂�1
(𝑘)

 

RF output for observation 𝑖 = 1 

(…) 𝑓1(𝑥1) 𝑓2(𝑥1) 𝑓𝑘(𝑥1) 

�̂�1
(1)

 �̂�1
(2)

 

�̂�1 =
1

𝑘
(�̂�1
(1) + �̂�1

(2) +⋯+ �̂�1
(𝑘)) 

 

 

+𝑓2(𝑥1) + ⋯+ 𝑓𝑘(𝑥1)) 
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model is fitted to those residuals. The next round of predictions �̂�𝑖
(1)

 is calculated by adding the 

output values of the first tree function 𝑓1(𝑥𝑖) to the previous predictions �̂�𝑖
(0)

. Then, pseudo-

residuals are again calculated, the next consecutive tree is fitted, and so on. This iterative tree 

construction is repeated until there is no gain in splitting the node (more details to this will be 

provided below), or a stopping criterion is reached (e.g., a user-defined maximum number 𝐾 of 

trees). The overall function which approximates the mapping of 𝑥𝑖 to 𝑦𝑖 and which is used to 

produce the predictions for the test data set is an additive function which sums up the 

sequentially built 𝐾 trees as 

�̂�𝑖 = 𝜙(𝑥𝑖) = ∑ 𝑓𝑘(𝑥𝑖), 𝑓𝑘 ∈ ℱ
𝐾
𝑘=1 ,               ( 15 ) 

 

where ℱ denotes the space of RTs 𝑓𝑘 and 𝐾 the number of trees which are used in the model 

(note: 𝑓𝑘 denotes the function of the tree, whereas 𝑓𝑡 is used to denote the output at iteration 𝑡, 

as is done by Chen & Guestrin (2016)). XGboost uses a regularized error as the objective 

function which can be stated as  

 

𝐿(𝜙) = ∑ 𝑙(�̂�𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖) + ∑ Ω(𝑓𝑘)𝑘𝑖 .                               ( 16 ) 

 

The first part of the term, 𝑙, measures the error between prediction and target, most commonly 

the SSE or a variation thereof. The second part, Ω, penalizes model complexity for each RT 𝑓𝑘 

and thus aids to prevent overfitting. Its detailed formulation can be found in Chen & Guestrin 

(2016). As the previously stated objective function contains functions (𝑓𝑘) as parameters, it 

must be optimized in an additive manner. To obtain the objective function for each iteration 𝑡, 

the predicted values in the objective function can be represented as the sum of previous 

predicted values �̂�(𝑡−1) and the output values 𝑓𝑡(𝑥𝑖) (as was described in the beginning of this 

section to exemplify the iterative approach of XGboost): 

 

𝐿(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑙 (𝑦𝑖 , �̂�
(𝑡−1) + 𝑓𝑡(𝑥𝑖)) + Ω(𝑓𝑡).

𝑛
𝑖=1     ( 17 ) 

 

The derivations of the optimal weights and values for each tree 𝑡 using gradient descent (which 

gives gradient boosting methods their name) can be found in Chen & Guestrin (2016: 788). 

Making use of the objective, the split at the nodes is done via a similarity score among the 

residuals and a gain (or loss reduction) calculation for each split:  
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ℒ𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡 =
1

2
[
(∑ 𝑔𝑖𝑖∈𝐼𝐿

)
2

∑ ℎ𝑖+𝜆𝑖∈𝐼𝐿

+
(∑ 𝑔𝑖𝑖∈𝐼𝑅

)
2

∑ ℎ𝑖+𝜆𝑖∈𝐼𝑅

−
(∑ 𝑔𝑖𝑖∈𝐼 )2

∑ ℎ𝑖+𝜆𝑖∈𝐼
] − 𝛾,     ( 18 ) 

 

where 𝑔𝑖 are the gradients, in this case, the negative residual for each observation 𝑖, ℎ𝑖 are the 

second derivatives or Hessians, 𝜆 is a regularization parameter, 𝐼𝐿 denotes the leaf on the left, 

𝐼𝑅 denotes the leaf on the right, 𝐼 denotes the root, and 𝛾 is a pruning parameter. As previously 

mentioned, pruning causes branches and leaves to be “cut back”, thus preventing overfitting. 

The fraction on the left gives the similarity in the leaf on the left. The fraction in the middle gives 

the similarity in the leaf on the right. And the fraction on the right gives the similarity in the root. 

Intuitively, the sum of similarities of the two new leaves should be higher than the similarity in 

the root, i.e., the gain must be > 0. Generally, the split with the highest gain will be selected. 

Splits are stopped either when the maximum number of tree levels is reached or when the gain 

is 0, as previously already stated. The user-defined pruning parameter 𝛾 represents a minimum 

threshold the gain value must achieve. Additionally, the regularization parameter 𝜆 can be 

introduced into the gain calculation. It will decrease the effect that single observations have on 

the overall predictions by reducing the similarity score in the leaf and thus prevent overfitting.  

 

Support Vector Regression (SVR): The final ML model for demand forecasting to be 

presented is SVR as introduced by Drucker et al. (1997). SVR makes use of a support vector 

machine (SVM) (Cortes & Vapnik 1995) to produce continuous values. It does so by fitting a 

tube to the data (Figure 9). In a linear, two-dimensional setting, the line at the center of the tube 

is the regression line, i.e., the function which approximates the actual target values 𝑦𝑖 which is 

used for forecasting when the model is fitted. It can be expressed as  

 

𝑓(𝑥) = ⟨𝑤, 𝑥⟩ + 𝑏,with 𝑤 ∈ 𝒳, 𝑏 ∈ ℝ,    ( 19 ) 

 

where 𝒳 denotes the space of input patterns, ⟨∙, ∙⟩ denotes the dot product in 𝒳, 𝑤 is the 

coefficient vector, and 𝑏 is the intercept. The fitted function 𝑓(𝑥) must fulfill the condition that it 

is at most 𝜀 away from the actual target values 𝑦𝑖, i.e., 𝜀 denotes the maximum allowed error. 

It can be optimized by the user during model construction. The margins of the tube are at a 

distance 𝜀 from the regression line. Ideally, the tube is as flat as possible which is achieved by 

minimizing the coefficient vector 𝑤 under the given 𝜀 constraints. This contrasts with minimizing 

the SSE, as is commonly done in many other regression models. To allow for errors, or 
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observations outside the tube, “soft margins” are implemented via the introduction of slack 

variables 𝜁𝑖 and 𝜁𝑖
∗ (Figure 9).  

 

 

Figure 9: A visualization of linear SVM in two-dimensional space, taken from Smola (1998: 8). 

 

The optimization (minimization) problem can thus be stated as  

 

1

2
||𝑤||

2
+ 𝐶 ∑ (𝜁𝑖 + 𝜁𝑖

∗),𝑙
𝑖=1     ( 20 ) 

 

subject to the constraints that the error be at most 𝜀 + 𝜁𝑖 / 𝜀 + 𝜁𝑖
∗, and that 𝜁𝑖, 𝜁𝑖

∗ ≥ 0. 𝑙 denotes 

the number of observations outside the 𝜀 limit and 𝐶 is a regularization parameter. The lower 

C, the larger the allowed margin, and the simpler the fitted function 𝑓(𝑥). C can also be tuned 

by the user during model construction. Mathematical details for solving the optimization 

problem also in higher dimensions can be found in Smola & Schölkopf (2004: 200–201).  

 

If the regression problem at hand has no linear solution, the SVM can map the training patterns 

𝑥𝑖 to higher dimensions to linearly solve it in higher dimensional feature space. This is denoted 

the kernel trick. Several different kernels are available such as the polynomial, sigmoidal, or 

Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel for training pattern mapping. Their selection is up to the 

forecaster and can be used to optimize model performance. The mathematical details for 

integrating kernels in the SVM can be found in Smola & Schölkopf (2004: 201–203). 

 

2.2 Forecasting error measures for intermittent demand 

 

This chapter presents a brief overview of different error measures for intermittent demand 

forecasting model evaluation. The selection of the error measure in time series forecasting is 

never trivial, as is presented in a useful overview by Hyndman (2006). In the context of this 
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study, three important conditions restrict which error measures can be applied to the forecasts. 

First, the different products in the data set are on different scales, with some products 

fluctuating between zero and one-piece demand, while others fluctuate between zero and 

several hundred pieces in demand. Summarizing the performance across the different products 

using standard error measures such as the mean absolute error (MAE) or the mean squared 

error (MSE) is thus not very informative. A scale-independent error measure is appropriate in 

this context. Secondly, the data is highly intermittent, and 0 values are prevalent. While 

percentage errors such as the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) are scale-independent, 

they can be undefined or infinite when zeros are present in the data. Lastly, the inventory 

management context of the forecasting setting generally poses additional requirements to the 

error measure, such as that it be asymmetric to express differing costs of positive deviations 

which can lead to additional holding costs and negative deviations which can lead to stockout 

costs (Kourentzes et al. 2020: 2). However, as cost information was not available and the client 

mentioned both overstocking and opportunity costs due to lack of quantities as equally 

problematic, it was decided that a symmetric error would be sufficient in this setting. A widely 

accepted symmetric scaled error measure for intermittent data is the MASE (Hyndman & 

Koehler 2006; Franses 2016), defined as 

 

𝑀𝐴𝑆𝐸 =
1

ℎ

∑ |𝑦𝑡−�̂�𝑡|
𝑛+ℎ
𝑡=𝑛+1

1

𝑛−1
∑ |𝑦𝑡−𝑦𝑡−1|
𝑛
𝑡=2

 ,                                          ( 21 ) 

 

where 𝑛 is the number of in-sample observations, 𝑡 is the time step counter, and ℎ is the size 

of the forecasting horizon. The MASE divides the out-of-sample prediction error 𝑒𝑡 (= 𝑦𝑡 − �̂�𝑡) 

by the MAE of the in-sample naïve forecast for the 𝑛 in-sample observations and then divides 

it by the forecasting horizon ℎ. Each time series is thus scaled on the same base: its in-sample 

naïve forecast. This does not only allow for comparison among different time series but also 

enables a direct comparison of the forecasting model out-of-sample against the performance 

of the naïve model in-sample. In addition, the MASE can be interpreted in a rather 

straightforward manner. If it takes on values above 1, this indicates that the model performs 

worse than the in-sample one-step-ahead naïve forecast. Out of the three essential studies for 

this work, both Kiefer et al. (2021) and Hong et al. (2018) apply the MASE for the assessment 

of their forecasting models. In addition, the large majority of other related studies introduced 

equally apply the MASE (for example Bojer & Meldgaard (2021), Semenoglou et al. (2021), 

Athanasopoulos et al. (2017), and several more). Spiliotis et al. (2020b) apply two MASE-
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variations, the root mean squared scaled error (RMSSE) which takes the square root of the 

mean of the squared forecasting error divided by the mean of squared errors of the naïve 

forecast for the in-sample observations: 

 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑆𝐸 = √
1

ℎ

∑ (𝑦𝑡−�̂�𝑡)
2𝑛+ℎ

𝑡=𝑛+1
1

𝑛−1
 ∑ (𝑦𝑡−𝑦𝑡−1)

2𝑛
𝑡=2

 ,        ( 22 ) 

 

and the absolute mean scaled error (AMSE) which takes the mean of the ratio of the absolute 

sum of the out-of-sample prediction error 𝑒𝑡 and the MAE of the in-sample naïve forecast:  

 

𝐴𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 
1

ℎ

|∑ 𝑦𝑡−�̂�𝑡
𝑛+ℎ
𝑡=𝑛+1 |

1

𝑛−1
∑ |𝑦𝑡−𝑦𝑡−1|
𝑛
𝑡=2

                                          ( 23 ) 

 

The AMSE is, according to my findings, only used in this specific study by Spiliotis et al. 

(2020b), and no arguments as to why it should be more beneficial than the MASE are given, 

so it will not be used for this study. The RMSSE is also used for model assessment in the M5 

forecasting competition (Makridakis et al. 2020b). Arguments for using the RMSSE instead of 

the MASE are that it is “minimized by the mean demand value, while the [MASE is minimized] 

by the median” (Spiliotis et al. 2020b: 22), a feature considered beneficial in the context of 

intermittent demand time series with a high number of zero values. In the context of this work, 

this benefit is however offset by erratic and lumpy time series which fluctuate strongly in their 

values and present many outliers, to which the mean would be susceptible. Due to this and the 

prevalence and thus enabled comparability of the MASE in the intermittent demand literature, 

it was decided that it will be applied as the error measure. On a final note, the novel stock-

keeping-oriented prediction error costs (SPEC) error measure must be mentioned. Proposed 

by Martin et al. (2020) and applied by Kiefer et al. (2021) in addition to the MASE in their 

comparative study for intermittent and lumpy demand, the SPEC is a novel error measure that 

takes into account stock-keeping and opportunity costs. It can be stated as  

 

𝑆𝑃𝐸𝐶𝛼1,𝛼2 = 

1

𝑛
∑ ∑ (max[0;min[𝑦𝑖 ; ∑ 𝑦𝑘 − ∑ 𝑓𝑗

𝑡
𝑗=1

𝑖
𝑘=1 ] ∗ 𝛼1; min[𝑓𝑖; ∑ 𝑓𝑘 − ∑ 𝑦𝑗

𝑡
𝑗=1

𝑖
𝑘=1 ] ∗ 𝛼2] ∗ (𝑡 − 𝑖 + 1))

𝑡
𝑖=1

𝑛
𝑡=1 ,     ( 24 )                                                                                      
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where 𝑛 is the length of the time series, 𝑦𝑡 is the actual demand at time 𝑡, the forecast is denoted 

as 𝑓𝑡, opportunity and stock-keeping costs are set with the parameters 𝛼1 and 𝛼2 which can 

both take on values between 0 and +∞, but are recommended to be set in such a way that 

their sum is 1. Values that are above 0 imply a monetary cost and the two different kinds of 

cost can never occur at the same time. More details can be found in Martin et al. (2020) 

Interestingly, Kiefer et al. (2021) find that using the SPEC, the original Croston model, a simple 

statistical model specifically developed for forecasting intermittent demand, outperforms all 

other models, including all ML models, in their model pool. Due to the lack of information about 

stock-keeping and opportunity costs, the SPEC cannot be applied in this work. However, 

making the effort of defining such costs for a small number of products of the data set used in 

this work and performing a comparative analysis of the same model pool using the SPEC would 

be a highly interesting recommendation for future research.   

 

2.3 Demand time-series features 

 

Demand time series features are relevant for this work in their function as explanatory variables 

for the CL variations of RF and XGB models. They support the model in finding time series with 

similar characteristics and thus improving overall forecasting performance (Spiliotis et al. 

2020b; Semenoglou et al. 2021). This subchapter will present a short overview of demand time 

series features that are considered useful in the context of forecasting intermittent demand. 

Generally, time-series features can be either numeric or categorical. In inventory management 

research and practice, products are often assigned to categories related to demand rate and 

unit cost (Lolli et al. 2014; Scala et al. 2014), or holding cost and replenishment lead time 

(Teunter et al. 2010a), for a thorough literature review see Bucher & Meissner (2011) and for a 

shorter, but more recent summary also Lolli et al. (2019). These categorizations however 

require data beyond the historic product demand and in some cases even direct input from the 

user, something which is not available in the context of this research. Consequently, the focus 

of this work will be exclusively on numeric features. Numeric time-series features capture time 

series’ global characteristics in single real numbers and can make the series more 

understandable and tangible (Fulcher 2017: 4). Commonly, time-series features are used for 

model selection and combination (Semenoglou et al. 2021), as can be seen for example in the 

case of the afore-mentioned intermittent demand-specific iMAPA approach (Petropoulos & 

Kourentzes 2015), or the winning method of the M4 forecasting competition (Makridakis et al. 
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2020a), and other studies which focus on feature-based meta-models for forecasting model 

selection (Talagala et al. 2021; Ulrich et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2021). In addition, time-series 

features have been used in demand clustering (Wang et al. 2006), demand visualization 

approaches (Kang et al. 2017), and recently also in CL modeling (Spiliotis et al. 2020b; 

Semenoglou et al. 2021).  

 

In inventory management, one important feature of product demand is its movement speed 

(slow-moving versus fast-moving) (Wild 2017), which is equivalent to the already introduced 

concept of demand intermittency. A time series can lie anywhere along the continuum between 

slow- and fast-moving items. To express the intermittency of a demand time series, Syntetos 

et al. (2005: 499) define the previously mentioned average inter-demand interval (ADI) and 

squared coefficient of variation (CV2). ADI is a measure of the average length of periods with 

zero demand in between periods or occurrences of non-zero demand:  

 

ADI =  
∑ 𝑧𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑛
,         ( 25 ) 

 

where 𝑛 is the number of periods 𝑧𝑖 with zero demand between two consecutive non-zero 

demand occurrences of which there are 𝑁 = 𝑛 + 1. CV2 measures erraticness, or the 

fluctuation of demand when it occurs. It is defined as the standard deviation of demand (when 

it occurs), divided by the average demand (when it occurs): 

 

CV2  =  

(

 
 
√∑ (𝑝𝑖−�̅�)

2𝑁
𝑖=1

𝑁

�̅�
 

)

 
 

2

           ( 26 )  

�̅� =  
∑ 𝑝𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1

𝑁
,                          ( 27 ) 

 

where 𝑁 is the number of non-zero demand occurrences 𝑝𝑖 is the non-zero demand observed 

at time 𝑖, and �̅� is the average demand considering only non-zero demand periods. Applied in 

several studies (Syntetos et al. 2005; Abolghasemi et al. 2020; Spiliotis et al. 2020b; Kiefer et 

al. 2021), ADI and CV2 are to my knowledge the only numeric time-series features which only 

require the time series itself for the calculation to assess intermittent demand time series 

specifically.  
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In a more general demand time series context, Kang et al. (2017) apply six time-series features, 

namely the strength of trend (SOT), strength of seasonality (SOS), seasonal period, spectral 

entropy, first-order autocorrelation, and an optimal Box-Cox transformation parameter. The 

trend is a positive or negative change over time in the time series’ mean value. Seasonality is 

a pattern in the data which recurs with a fixed frequency and can be tied to a seasonal factor 

such as the month of the year or day of the week. The seasonal period is the frequency at 

which the seasonal pattern occurs (Hyndman & Athanasopoulos 2018: 32). Both SOT and SOS 

are calculated by decomposing the time series into seasonality (𝑠𝑖), trend (𝑡𝑖), and remainder 

(𝑟𝑖) with seasonal-trend decomposition using Loess (STL) (Cleveland et al. 1990): 

 

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑠𝑖 + 𝑡𝑖 + 𝑟𝑖            ( 28 ) 

 

To calculate SOT, the ratio of the variance of the deseasonalized and de-trended series 𝑟𝑖 (=

 𝑥𝑖  – 𝑠𝑖  – 𝑡𝑖) and the deseasonalized series 𝑥𝑖  – 𝑠𝑖 is subtracted from 1: 

 

SOT = 1 −
𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑟𝑖)

𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑥𝑖−𝑠𝑖)
                                                  ( 29 ) 

 

Similarly for SOS, the ratio of the variance of the deseasonalized and de-trended series 𝑟𝑖  and 

de-trended series 𝑥𝑖 – 𝑡𝑖  is subtracted from 1: 

 

SOS = 1 −
𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑟𝑖)

𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑥𝑖−𝑡𝑖)
     ( 30 ) 

 

Spectral entropy stems from information theory and assesses the predictability of a time series 

in a non-linear setting (Fulcher 2017: 10).  

 

Spectral entropy =  −∫𝑓𝑥(𝜆)𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑓𝑥(𝜆)𝑑𝜆                                 ( 31 ) 

 

The first-order autocorrelation assesses the correlation, i.e., the linear relationship between the 

time series and its one-step lagged values, and can be interpreted as a measure of linearity 

(Semenoglou et al. 2021).  

 

Autocorrelation = 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑥𝑡−1)                                      ( 32 ) 
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Lastly, the optimal Box-Cox transformation is used to transform non-normally distributed time 

series into normally distributed ones.  

 

Box − Cox = {
log(𝑥𝑡) , 𝑖𝑓 𝜆 = 0,

𝑥𝑡
𝜆−1

𝜆
,    𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.

                                       ( 33 ) 

 

The exponent, 𝜆, varies from -5 to 5 and is optimized to result in the best approximation of a 

normal distribution curve. Since their publication, the features proposed by Kang et al. (2017) 

have frequently been referenced for assessments of overall data set characteristics in the 

context of demand forecasting competitions such as the Kaggle competitions (Bojer & 

Meldgaard 2021), the assessment of how features can be included in CL (Semenoglou et al. 

2021), and the M4 competition (Spiliotis et al. 2020a). For this work, the calculation of entropy 

(forecastability) was attempted and resulted in extremely similar values for all products. In 

addition, the data is represented in weekly time steps, so the seasonal period is identical for all 

demand time series. As the inclusion of time series features should support the distinction of 

time series with different characteristics, it was not considered an added value to include 

features that do not differ among the different time series. The Box-Cox transformation 

parameter could not be calculated for the time series in the data set, as it is not defined if the 

time series contains zero values. Lastly, linearity was not considered as relevant in the context 

of automotive spare part demand. Therefore, the final feature selection contains the 

intermittent-demand-specific features ADI and CV2, just as Spiliotis et al. (2020b), and 

complements them with SOT and SOS. Both trend and especially seasonality are expected to 

prove highly valuable in the context of automotive spare parts, as the usage of automotive parts 

can frequently be seasonal and automotive spare parts generally follow a life cycle of 

approximately seven years in which initially demand shows an increasing and then a 

decreasing trend, information which was obtained from the pilot customer.  

 

3 METHODOLOGY 

 

This chapter contains a detailed description of the data collection, data preprocessing, feature 

engineering, and the forecasting and modeling procedure.  
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3.1 Data collection 

 

The analysis of this work is based on historic product demand data from a German retailer of 

automotive spare parts. The data spans the years 2015-2020 and was scraped from the 

company’s current ERP system. It contains the unique ID of the product, the product 

description, the demand quantity when demand arose (unit in pieces), and the corresponding 

date. Before preprocessing, the data set in long format (i.e., non-aggregated daily demand) 

contains 1,736,346 rows.  

 

In addition to historic product data, weather data was included for the models with external 

variables. The weather data was scraped from the Meteostat website (Meteostat 2021) for the 

location of the company’s main branch. Meteostat draws weather data from the official German 

weather service (Deutscher Wetterdienst) and provides a JSON API and a Python Library 

which facilitate the integration of its data in practice. The weather data was scraped daily and 

contains the following variables: average temperature, minimum temperature, and maximum 

temperature in degrees Celsius, and precipitation and snow in mm. The initial weather data set 

contains 2,192 rows which span all days from the 1st of January 2015 until the 31st of December 

2020. Other external variables of interest such as promotions or sales price development could 

not be included in this study because they were not available. 

 

3.2 Data preprocessing 

 

Due to the high levels of intermittency in the data and after a discussion with the pilot customer, 

the time series were aggregated into weekly time buckets, and approximately 103,000 products 

that were obsolete or had too few observations were dropped. Also, special preprocessing of 

the data was performed for the ML models. 

 

3.2.1 Preprocessing of product data 

 

To prepare the historic product data, all registered demands with a negative quantity and all 

products whose demand entries summed up to 0 over the six years (only entries of 0 demand) 

were dropped. A demand entry with a quantity of 0 is either due to an error in product selection 

or to a potential “out-of-system” agreement with the customer. A negative demand entry is a 
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result of the return of a product which can have several reasons, such as a product failure or a 

simple change of mind. While returns could indirectly be interesting, especially in the context 

of inventory planning, they play no direct role for demand the moment it arises and are thus not 

relevant for the forecasts which are the objective of this work. Importantly, while a return of 

goods might not be relevant to the forecast of the demanded quantity and thus this work 

specifically, the actual inventory management module to which this work contributes should 

consider returned quantities whenever they are put back into stock and can be re-used for sale. 

An overall of 145,825 rows with zero or negative demand occurrences was removed from the 

long format data set. Also removed were all freight and delivery services, all products only 

dedicated to internal use, and all deposit products which accounted for 81,335 rows. The data 

was then reshaped into a wide format, aggregating the demand occurrences on a daily basis 

for an overall of 121,930 products. Where a product had no demand on a certain day, this day 

was assigned a demand of 0. All products which were last sold before 2019 (two full years 

without sales) were considered obsolete and therefore dropped which reduced the number of 

products to 45,603. The following additional products were removed from the data set: all 

products which were sold less than once per year on average; all products which had only two 

or one non-zero observations overall, as no mathematical operations could be performed on 

them; and all products which were not forecastable by one or more of the forecasting models 

due to insufficient data. This last group contained products that were new in the year 2019 and 

thus did not provide the models with enough data to produce forecasts (products with only three 

or fewer non-zero values towards the end of 2019 and pure zeros before). Dropping products 

from the data set is not trivial. A discussion with the pilot customer showed that the extreme 

slow-movers (products ordered once per year or less) were generally not stocked and only 

ordered when a customer ordered them, a process termed “customer commission” which is 

common practice in the spare parts industry and thus represents no competitive disadvantage. 

New products which are not expected to be slow movers, however, require different handling. 

An alternative approach for slow movers and a proposal on how to deal with new products will 

be provided in the recommendations for practice within the discussion section. After the 

removal of all products, the final data set used in the analysis contains 17,529 products. 
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3.2.2 Feature engineering 

 

Like the product quantities, the weather data was initially available daily. The aggregation into 

weekly time buckets was done in the following way: the average daily temperature was 

averaged for the whole week; for minimum and maximum temperatures, the weekly minimum 

and maximum were taken; and for both precipitation and snow, the values were aggregated 

per week. The following additional variables were calculated from the date column to serve as 

predictor variables: the year, the month of the year (represented by numbers 1-12), the week 

of the year (represented by numbers 1-52 and 53 in the case of 2017), and the quarter of the 

year (represented by numbers 1-4). 

 

3.2.3 General preprocessing for machine learning models 

 

In this subchapter, an additional preprocessing step for the data set will be shortly explained 

which has to be taken if the forecasting model is an ML model. To be able to forecast a time 

series using ML, the time series data must be transformed into a supervised learning format, 

i.e., a format that contains a set of predictor variables in matrix form and a set of target variables 

of those predictors in (most commonly) vector form. To perform this transformation, input and 

output windows are defined for the time series. The input window 𝑤𝑖 defines the number of past 

values of the time series which serve as predictors, the output window 𝑤𝑜 defines the number 

of future values which are the values to be predicted, the target variables. In this work, 𝑤𝑜 is 

set to 1 to limit model complexity and make sure that forecasts are comparable among all 

forecasting methods (Spiliotis et al. 2020b: 14). The size of the input window 𝑤𝑖 is optimized 

for each model separately. With the optimal window size 𝑤𝑖 and the defined output window size 

𝑤𝑜 = 1, the data frame for model training is created in a rolling fashion, assigning to each 

variable at time step 𝑡 its past 𝑤𝑖 values as predictors. The two ML used in this work are trained 

in three fashions: using as input only historic product data and training a model for each series 

separately; using as input historic product data and the afore-mentioned external variables, 

training a model for each series; and using as input historic product data and training one model 

on the whole data set, the CL approach. For the CL approach, the four time-series features 

(ADI, CV2, SOT, and SOS) are included in the models as predictors. Thus, it is assured that 

the time series are known to the model. It was also considered to build the CL models 

separately for each demand category. However, there is a considerable number of alternative 
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(substitute) products in the automotive spare parts industry whose development complements 

each other, and which would end up in different demand categories, e.g., higher-priced 

alternatives might be sold considerably less frequently and thus result to be intermittent, 

whereas their low-price alternative might be sold frequently, and they might results to be 

smooth. This information would be lost if the model were only to learn from one demand 

category. 

 

The rolling construction of the supervised learning data frame for the basic ML models (no 

external variables, no CL, prediction of each product separately) with an input window 𝑤𝑖 of 

size 4 is shown in Table 3. qty is the demand quantity and indicates the week.  

 

Table 3: Exemplary data frame for a demand time series (one product) as a supervised learning 

problem, weekly information, 𝑤𝑖 = 4, 𝑤𝑜 = 1. 

Input windows (predictors) Output window (target variable)  
𝒕 − 𝟒 𝒕 − 𝟑 𝒕 − 𝟐 𝒕 − 𝟏 𝒕 

qty s1 qty s2 qty s3 qty s4 qty s5 

qty s2 qty s3 qty s4 qty s5 qty s6 

qty s3 qty s4 qty s5 qty s6 qty s7 

 

External variables are included analogically for the second set of ML models with the 𝑤𝑖 past 

values as predictors in addition to the quantities for the demanded quantity at time 𝑡 (Table 4). 

ext denotes the external variables in the respective weeks s.   

 

Table 4: Exemplary data frame for a demand time series (one product) with external variables 

as a supervised learning problem, weekly information, 𝑤𝑖 = 4, 𝑤𝑜 = 1. 

Input windows (predictors) Output window 
(target variable) 

𝒕 − 𝟒 𝒕 − 𝟑 𝒕 − 𝟐 𝒕 − 𝟏 𝒕 

qty s1 ext s1 qty s2 ext s2 qty s3 ext s3 qty s4 ext s4 qty s5 

qty s2 ext s2 qty s3 ext s3 qty s4 ext s4 qty s5 ext s5 qty s6 

qty s3 ext s3 qty s4 ext s4 qty s5 ext s5 qty s6 ext s6 qty s7 

  

Lastly, the CL set of models is built on one single data frame which combines the input windows 

of all products and additionally includes the features for each product as predictors for the 

quantity at time 𝑡 (Table 5). p indicates the product. The features which are used as input are 

updated with each forecasting window, using all the information available in the training data. 
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The motivation behind this is that rather new products might only develop expressive features 

after several weeks.  

 

Table 5: Exemplary data frame for a CL data frame (three products) as a supervised learning 

problem with two exemplary features, weekly information, 𝑤𝑖 = 4, 𝑤𝑜 = 1. 

Product Input windows (predictors) Output window 
(target variable) 

 𝒕 − 𝟒 𝒕 − 𝟑 𝒕 − 𝟐 𝒕 − 𝟏 𝒇𝒆𝒂𝒕 𝟏 𝒇𝒆𝒂𝒕 𝟐 𝒕 
p1 qty s1 qty s2 qty s3 qty s4 feat1 p1 feat2 p1 qty s5 

p1 qty s2 qty s3 qty s4 qty s5 feat1 p1 feat2 p1 qty s6 

p1 qty s3 qty s4 qty s5 qty s6 feat1 p1 feat2 p1 qty s7 

p2 qty s1 qty s2 qty s3 qty s4 feat1 p2 feat2 p2 qty s5 

p2 qty s2 qty s3 qty s4 qty s5 feat1 p2 feat2 p2 qty s6 

p2 qty s3 qty s4 qty s5 qty s6 feat1 p2 feat2 p2 qty s7 

p3 qty s1 qty s2 qty s3 qty s4 feat1 p3 feat2 p3 qty s5 

p3 qty s2 qty s3 qty s4 qty s5 feat1 p3 feat2 p3 qty s6 

p3 qty s3 qty s4 qty s5 qty s6 feat1 p3 feat2 p3 qty s7 

 

When optimizing the size of the input window 𝑤𝑖, it is important to keep in mind that a smaller 

window size does not imply a lower need for historic data. The smaller the input window, the 

narrower, but also the longer the input data frame. On the other side, the larger the input 

window, the wider, but also the shorter the input data frame. 

Overall, the square root was applied to all product quantities to improve model performance for 

both RFs, XGboost, and SVR. Additionally, all input data (product quantities, external variables, 

and time-series features) was scaled to a 0/1 interval for faster learning (Spiliotis et al. 2020b: 

13) according to the following formula: 

 

𝑦′𝑡 =
𝑦𝑡−𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛
                                                  ( 34 ) 

 

3.3 Forecasting and modeling procedure 

 

Rolling forecasts were produced for the complete year of 2020 with a forecasting horizon ℎ of 

four weeks, i.e., every four weeks a new forecast for the next four weeks was calculated as 

was agreed with the customer, resulting in an overall of 13 forecasting windows. The 13 

windows cover one calendar year and make sure that all potential seasonality and anomalies 

are included. For the first forecasting window, the data was separated into a training data set 

which consisted of all observations from 2015-2019, and a test data set which consisted of the 
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first four weeks of the year 2020. After the prediction of each forecasting window, the training 

data set was updated in a rolling fashion with the actual data, the test data set shifted to the 

following four weeks, and the model parameters were either updated with the latest values or 

the model was refitted on the updated training data to produce the forecasts for the following 

window. Proceeding in this way assured that the approach in the thesis reflected the approach 

which would be taken in practice where new data would be included in the modeling process 

as soon as it becomes available. Also, refitting the ML models once a month was not a trivial 

decision, as frequent training of ML models is not common practice. Rather, a model is trained 

once and then only retrained when a tracked error measure indicates a too large deviation from 

actual values. However, as there was no update function to include the newest information in 

the ML models, the refitting was done to assure that the level of information available was equal 

for all models. In addition, it has become clear in the exploratory analysis of the data that the 

purchase behavior of the customers in 2020 was different from the previous years (same 

number of purchases but lower purchased quantities). More frequent retraining might assure 

that the models pick up on the underlying changes and forecasts are thus more accurate. 

Finally, ML model forecasts for time steps two to four of the forecasting horizons were 

extrapolated from the models’ previous predictions, again making sure that there was no 

information imbalance between the different models.  

 

3.4 Forecasting model evaluation 

 

The evaluation of the forecasting models was done using the previously introduced MASE by 

Hyndman & Koehler (2006) 

𝑀𝐴𝑆𝐸 =
1

ℎ

∑ |𝑦𝑡−�̂�𝑡|
𝑛+ℎ
𝑡=𝑛+1

1

𝑛−1
∑ |𝑦𝑡−𝑦𝑡−1|
𝑛
𝑡=2

.                                           ( 35 ) 

 

It was calculated for each of the 13 forecasting windows separately in a series by series fashion 

and then aggregated (again for each series) in two ways: by taking the mean for a risk-neutral 

approach and by taking the maximum for a more risk-averse approach. The overall MASE for 

the complete data set or all series within a demand category was then obtained by taking again 

the mean.  
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3.5 Forecasting model implementation 

 

This section presents the implementation of the models which were selected for the model pool. 

An overall of ten statistical and eight ML models was used: two benchmark models, three 

statistical models for continuous demand, five statistical models for intermittent demand, and 

eight ML models (three in their basic form, three including external variables, and two CL 

models).  

 

3.5.1 Benchmark models 

 

Naïve and seasonal naïve: Simpler statistical models often serve as benchmarks to assess 

model performance in most comparative studies for forecasting performance, as in the M 

forecasting competitions (Makridakis et al. 2020a: 57, 2020b) or the comparative study by 

Spiliotis et al. (2020b). Their application is very simple and straightforward and models which 

perform equal to or worse than naïve or seasonal naïve models should not be considered for 

implementation. The simplest statistical models for predicting demand are the naïve and 

seasonal naïve models. The naïve model forecasts the observation of the time series at the 

previous time step 𝑡 − 1, the last observed value of the series for the complete forecasting 

horizon: 

𝑦𝑡 = 𝑦𝑡−1       ( 36 ) 

 

The seasonal naïve model uses the observed value from the previous season 𝑚 to predict t of 

the current period and analogously for the complete forecasting horizon: 

 

𝑦𝑡 = 𝑦𝑡−𝑚       ( 37 ) 

 

Seasonal naïve can also be denominated “same as last year” when the period is defined in 

such a way that a complete year back is taken as reference, as would be the case for twelve 

months or 52 weeks. In this work, as the data is weekly, the “same as last year” logic is applied 

(𝑚 = 52). 
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3.5.2 Statistical models for continuous demand 

 

Three statistical models for continuous demand were selected for this work: ES models which 

were implemented using the ETS framework, the basic ARIMA model, and THieF. 

 

ES: The ETS framework by Hyndman et al. (2002) was implemented using the ETSModel 

algorithm of the statsmodels package in Python. For each product, the optimal ES model from 

the 24 possible combinations (to recall them, see Table 1) was calculated by maximizing the 

log-likelihood function.   

 

ARIMA: An algorithm for automated optimal time series preprocessing and order selection in 

ARIMA models named auto.arima has been developed for R by Hyndman & Khandakar (2008). 

This work used its adaptation for Python in the pmdarima package. For stationarity testing the 

Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin (KPSS) unit root test was applied (Kwiatkowski et al. 1992). 

The information criterion for optimal model selection is the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) 

(Akaike 1998), expressed as  

 

𝐴𝐼𝐶 = 2𝑘 − 2 ln(�̂�).        ( 38 ) 

 

The AIC takes as input the number of parameters 𝑘 in the model and the value of the likelihood 

function of the fitted model. For high values of 𝑘, i.e., a high number of parameters in the model, 

the AIC increases which is undesirable. Both the KPSS test and AIC are the defaults of the 

auto.arima algorithm. Alternative options for the unit root test and information criterion were not 

tested, as such a performance comparison is out of the scope of this work. Seasonality was 

set to false, as lags for model optimization were allowed to go up to 53 weeks into the past for 

both the AR and MA parts of the model and any potential seasonal influences during a year 

were thus covered. 

 

THieF: THieF is the first of two TA models used in this work. It was implemented using the thief 

package in R with ETS as the selected forecasting method for the different aggregation levels. 

Furthermore, the ETS function in the algorithm was passed the ES combination with additive 

errors, additive trend, and additive seasonality (‘AAA’). The following two reasons motivated 

the selection of this base model: first, ‘AAA’ was the predominant ES combination when the 
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best-performing combination per time series was defined in the context of the previously 

applied ETS framework. Second, as previously mentioned it is assumed that with increasing 

aggregation levels, trend and seasonal patterns become more prevalent due to reduced noise 

in the data. Thus, allowing for both trend and seasonality makes sure that, if existent, they are 

captured. To produce the different forecasts, structural scaling was selected as the 

reconciliation method. It is the default of the THieF function and outperformed other 

reconciliation methods in the original study by Athanasopoulos et al. (2017: 72–73). THieF was 

executed in R and included in Python via subprocesses. 

 

3.5.3 Statistical models for intermittent demand 

 

Five statistical models for intermittent demand were included in this work: Croston and its three 

variants and iMAPA. 

 

Croston, SBA, SBJA, and TSB: The original Croston and its first two variants were 

implemented in R using the crost function and the TSB method is implemented using the tsb 

function from the tsintermittent package (Kourentzes & Petropoulos 2017: 30–33). All four 

methods were executed in R and included in Python via subprocesses. Generally, the forecasts 

of the models of the Croston family are recalculated only when demand occurs. In the context 

of this work, however, the model produces new forecasts each four weeks independent of the 

demand which has occurred or not occurred during the four weeks of the forecast horizon. 

Thus, it was assured that all models always possess the same information.  

 

iMAPA: iMAPA is the second of two TA methods implemented in this study (Petropoulos & 

Kourentzes 2015). It was implemented in this work using a slight modification of the imapa 

function from the tsintermittent package in R (Kourentzes & Petropoulos 2017: 33). This 

modification consisted in reducing the TA levels used for modeling to biweekly, monthly, 

quarterly, bi-annually, and annually aggregation (aggregation levels = 2, 4, 13, 26, 52). Using 

all aggregation levels up to 52 weeks would have increased the run-time immensely, so limiting 

the levels to those which have a straightforward interpretation in a business context was 

considered reasonable.  
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3.5.4 Machine learning models 

 

In the following, the implementation of the ML models will be presented. As previously 

mentioned, the years 2015-2019 were used as training data set and the year 2020 was used 

as test data set. With regards to notation, the ML model variants will be denoted with an added 

X for the models including external variables, and with CL for the CL models. 

 

RFs: The basic RF model and its two variations were implemented in Python using the 

RandomForestRegressor algorithm from the scikit-learn library (Pedregosa et al. 2011). They 

were initially run with default parameters for different input window sizes 𝑤𝑖 of 4, 8, 12, 16, 26, 

52, 104, and 156 weeks. Models were built on the test data set using the mean-squared error 

(MSE) as it is the default criterion in the algorithm and were further assessed on the training 

data set with the mean absolute scaled error (MASE). It is important to mention that generally, 

ML models can also use separately defined, not built-in error measures directly when building 

the model on the training data set. However, this was only possible for XGB and SVR, and not 

for RFs. Thus, all models are optimized with the MSE during model-building and then their 

performance is assessed on the test data set using the MASE. The window size with the lowest 

MASE was selected for parameter optimization. Included parameters were max_depth, the 

maximum depth each tree in the forest can reach, which prevents nodes from splitting further 

when it is reached; max_features, the number of features to be considered at each node split; 

max_leaf_nodes, the number of nodes which is grown in best-first fashion based on impurity 

reduction; min_samples_leaf, the minimum number of samples which is required in a leaf (final) 

node; min_samples_split, the minimum number of samples required to split a node; and 

n_estimators, the overall number of trees in the forest. Parameter optimization was performed 

using scikit-learn’s GridSearchCV algorithm, an algorithm that searches for the best parameter 

combination among a pre-specified parameter grid, again applying the built-in error measure 

MSE. GridSearchCV was applied to a random subsample of 10% of the products, using 

Python’s built-in sample function. Value counts were applied to distinguish the most prominent 

optimal parameters. These optimal parameters were then applied in the forecast of the test 

data of the same 10% of products and the outcome was evaluated using the MASE. In an 

iterative process, the range of optimal values for GridSearchCV was narrowed down until the 

MASE value did not improve anymore. This approach was implemented in the same way for 

all ML models. The final values which were passed to GridSearchCV can be found in Table 6. 
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For simplification, the resulting optimal values for both window sizes and model parameters 

apply to each time series in the data set equally.  

 

Table 6: Values of the parameter grid passed to GridSearchCV for parameter optimization of 

the three RF models. The algorithm’s default values are marked with an asterisk. 

Parameter Values passed to GridSearchCV 

max_depth 5, 10, 25, 50, None* 

max_features 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, ‘auto’* 

max_leaf_nodes 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, None* 

min_samples_leaf 1*, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 

min_samples_split 2*, 5, 7, 10 

n_estimators 25, 50, 75, 100* 

 

For the basic version of the model, an input window size of 104 weeks and the use of the default 

parameters resulted in the lowest MASE. The actual length of the time series does not affect 

the model, as weeks without demand are assigned a zero. For the model including external 

variables, the best performance was achieved with an input window size of 52 weeks and again 

the default parameters. For the CL model, apart from optimizing the size of the input window, 

a further parameter was optimized: the number of instances that are randomly sampled among 

the overall data frame for all products (Spiliotis et al. 2020b: 17). One instance refers to one 

line in the overall data set, i.e., one random product at a random time step 𝑡 (for better 

understanding, see also Table 5). 1, 3, 10, 50, 100, 200, and all instances were tested for 

performance, both randomly sampling all instances and randomly sampling dates which then 

implied the information for all products for the sampled dates. Selecting all instances with a 

window size of 104 proved optimal. In addition, n_estimators had an optimal number of 125. 

All other parameters proved optimal at default. All models were run with random_state = 42 to 

assure reproducibility of the results. A summary of the optimal parameters can be found in 

Table 7. 

 

Table 7: Optimal parameters for RF, RFX, and RFCL models. 

Parameters RF RFX RFCL 

size of the input window 𝑤𝑖 104 52 104 

number of randomly sampled instances - - all 

max_depth None None None 

max_features ‘auto’ ‘auto’ ‘auto’ 

max_leaf_nodes None None None 
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min_samples_leaf 1 1 1 

min_samples_split 2 2 2 

n_estimators 100 100 125 

 

XGboost: XGboost was implemented in Python using the XGBRegressor from the xgboost 

package. In a similar manner to RFs, input window sizes 4, 8, 12, 16, 26, 52, 104, and 156 

weeks were tested with the default parameters. The input window size with the lowest MASE 

was then used as the base for parameter optimization using GridSearchCV. The parameters 

included for optimization were n_estimators, the overall number of sequential trees used in the 

model; min_child_weight, in this context (linear regression task) the minimum number of 

instances needed to be in each node; max_depth, the maximum depth each tree can reach; 

learning_rate, the shrinkage multiplied with the feature weights after each boosting step before 

adding them to the previous predictions, the smaller, the more conservative the algorithm; 

subsample, the ratio of the training instances which is randomly sampled to grow a tree; and 

colsample_bytree, the subsample ratio of columns, i.e., features, when growing each tree. The 

values which were passed to GridSearchCV can be found in Table 8. 

 

Table 8: Values of the parameter grid passed to GridSearchCV for parameter optimization of 

the three XGboost models. The algorithm’s default values are marked with an asterisk. 

Parameter Values passed to GridSearchCV 

colsample_bytree 0.01, 0.1, None* 

learning_rate 0.01, 0.21, 0.2, 0.3, None* 

max_depth 1, 3, 5, None* 

min_child_weight 1, 2, 3, None* 

n_estimators 50, 75, 100*, 150, 200, 250 

subsample 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, None*  

 

For the basic XGboost model, an input window size of 104 proved optimal in combination with 

colsample_bytree = 0.01, learning_rate = 0.1, max_depth = 1 (which implies a sequence of 

mere tree stumps), min_child_weight = 3, n_estimators = 50, and subsample = 0.6. The model 

including external variables was optimal with an input window size of 52 and the optimized 

parameters learning_rate = 0.1, max_depth = 1 (again mere stumps), and subsample = 0.7. 

Lastly, the CL model was optimal for an input window size of 104, using all the instances of the 

large data frame (no random sampling), and parameters learning_rate = 0.1, max_depth = 5, 

and n_estimators = 150. Again, all models were run with random_state = 42 to assure 
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reproducibility of the results. One final remark must be made about the objective function in the 

XGboost algorithm. While the model was fitted using the MSE, final model selection was done 

based on the MASE, as was the case for the RF models. A summary of the optimal parameters 

can be found in Table 9. The fact that for both the basic XGB and the XGBX mere tree stumps 

are optimal for model performance is highly interesting. There probably must be a high risk of 

overfitting the data set when using XGBoost. 

 

Table 9: Optimal parameters for XGB, XGBX, and XGBCL models. 

Parameters XGB XGBX  XGBCL 

size of the input window 𝑤𝑖 104 52 104 

number of randomly sampled instances - - all 

colsample_bytree 0.01 None None 

learning_rate 0.1 0.1 0.1 

max_depth 1 1 5 

min_child_weight 3 None None 

n_estimators 50 100 150 

subsample 0.6 0.7 None 

 

SVR: SVR was implemented using the SVR algorithm from the scikit-learn library (Pedregosa 

et al. 2011). Input window sizes 4, 8, 12, 16, 26, 52, 104, and 156 weeks were tested with the 

default parameters for all models. In addition, instances 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 150, and 200 were 

tested for the CL model with default parameters. Again, the input window size (and instance 

count in the case of the CL model) with the lowest MASE were then used as the base for 

parameter optimization using GridSearchCV. The kernel type used for all models was the 

Radial Basis Function (RBF). It is the default of the SVR algorithm and is the most flexible in 

allowing for non-linearity in modeling the data. The parameters included for optimization were 

C, the regularization parameter of the SVM, epsilon, the allowed error which specifies the 

margin of the fitted tube, and gamma, the kernel coefficient for the RBF. While the details of 

how gamma affects the overall regression are out of the scope of this work, it can be stated 

simply that lower gamma values smoothen the model where higher gamma values allow for 

higher accuracy in fitting the model to the training data. The values which were passed to 

GridSearchCV can be found in Table 10. 
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Table 10: Values of the parameter grid passed to GridSearchCV for parameter optimization of 

the three SVR models. The algorithm’s default values are marked with an asterisk. 

Parameter Values passed to GridSearchCV 

C 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 1.0*, 10, 100 

gamma 'scale'*, 1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001, 0.00001 

epsilon 0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1*, 0.2, 0.5 

 

The basic SVR model was optimal for an input window of 26, the parameter C = 0.3, gamma = 

0.01, and epsilon = 0.01. The SVR model including external variables was optimal for the same 

input window and parameters. All optimal values can be found in Table 11. The SVR CL model 

was not included in this work, as SVR does not scale well to large data sets (Pedregosa et al. 

2011).  

 

Table 11: Optimal parameters for SVR and SVRX models. 

Parameters SVR SVRX  

size of the input window 𝑤𝑖 26 26 

C 0.3 0.3 

gamma 0.01 0.01 

epsilon 0.01 0.01 

 

3.6 Demand time series features 

 

The selected demand time series features for this work are ADI (average inter-demand 

interval), CV2 (squared coefficient of variation), SOT (strength of trend), and SOS (strength of 

seasonality). ADI and CV2 are implemented in Python using the previously introduced formulae 

(equations 23, 24, and 25). For SOT and SOS, STL decomposition is performed using the STL 

function from the statsmodels.tsa.seasonal package. The calculation of both features is then 

also implemented according to the aforementioned formulae (equations 27 and 28). 

 

4 RESULTS 

 

This section gives a detailed overview of the results of the analysis. It firstly presents the 

characteristics of the data used in the analysis, including the product and weather data and the 

time-series features. In addition, the categorization of all products according to the SBC 

framework is introduced. Consequently, the performance of all forecasting models from the 
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model pool will be compared for the overall data set, as well as within the four demand 

categories. This comparison process will be performed twice, once for risk-neutral average 

MASE and once for the risk-averse maximum MASE. Lastly, all findings in the context of model 

selection and the results of both category-based and product-based will be presented and 

compared.  

  

4.1 Exploratory data analysis 

  

The results of the exploratory data analysis will aid the reader to get a thorough understanding 

of the data applied in this study. 

 

4.1.1 Product data 

 

To get a first impression of the data, the sum of sold quantities was visualized per year, month, 

and week of the year over the total six years (Figure 10). The data at the base of these initial 

visualizations still contains products that were last sold before 2019 and products that were 

new towards the end of 2019 to not distort the overall picture. Sold quantities are not 

representative of profitability, as the margin per product is not reflected and the product mix 

contributing to an overall sum of quantities can take on very different forms. They merely serve 

as an initial idea. As can be seen in Figure 10, sold quantities have increased from 2015 until 

2019 with a slight drop in quantities only in 2018. 2020 shows a stronger decrease which can 

assumably be attributed to the lockdowns in Germany during the COVID-19 pandemic which 

forced the majority of non-vital retail to close temporarily. This is partly accounted for by the 

frequent retraining of the models, but could nonetheless impact model performance and the 

validity of the results of the analysis. With regards to quantities sold monthly, it can be observed 

that December and February show the lowest quantities, which in December is most probably 

due to the Christmas holidays in Germany and in February might be related to it having fewer 

days than all other months. Overall, quantities peak in March and October/November, usually 

the months where either snowfall (March) or rainfall (October, November) are heavy and 

temperatures start to fall below 0 (November) in Germany. For quantities sold per week, it 

becomes clear that the last two weeks of the year and the first week of the year are the lowest, 

which can surely be attributed to Christmas and New Year’s holidays. Recurring patterns are 

difficult to detect among the weeks of the year. At times quantities peak every four weeks, but 
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the pattern is frequently broken. Calendar weeks (CWs) that show clearly higher quantities than 

the others are CW44, CW22, CW5, CW9, and CW13, with the beginning of June and end of 

October showing the highest peaks. 

 

 

Figure 10: Overall sold quantities per year, month, and week of the year. 

 

Interestingly, when looking at transaction counts in contrast to sold quantities, i.e., simple 

counts of how many times a sale was closed, no extraordinary drops are observed in the yearly 

development while both monthly and weekly transactions resemble sold quantities (Figure 11).  
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Figure 11: Overall transaction counts per year, month, and week of the year. 

 

It can thus be concluded that while the frequency in which products were bought followed the 

same uninterrupted trend, the purchased quantities per transaction decreased. More 

conservative purchasing behavior might for example be related to the COVID-19 pandemic. An 

assessment of newly introduced products shows that a constant number of approx. 2000 new 

products were introduced each year, with the number in 2015-2016 being as large as 4000 new 

products. An exception is 2018, where only approximately 800 new products were introduced. 

This might indicate some changed market conditions or change of company-internal strategy 

which provoked the decrease in sold quantities. Generally, both in 2018 and 2020 purchasing 

behavior is different, and thus changed assumptions could underly the data generation 

process. This increases the forecasting challenge, as changed assumptions indicate that the 

model must face a situation for which it has not had the data to train on. As 2020 is the test 

data year in this work, model performance might be negatively biased. Validation of the models 

could for example be done via a model trial with a different test year. However, as the model 

was continuously updated throughout the forecasting process of 2020, it is also possible that a 

learning effect may have taken place. This is probable because model performance has been 

satisfactory, as will be shown in the following chapters. 
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After the initial assessment, the products in the data set were analyzed with regards to general 

product characteristics such as the first and last date of sale, their lifetime (the difference in 

days between the last and first day they were sold), and the count of non-zero values per 

product during the overall period. Figure 12 shows that the number of new products across the 

years exhibits a slight downwards trend. 2015 is about twice the number of products as the rest 

of the years which can plausibly be attributed to the fact that also older products appear as new 

in 2015 as there is no previous information available in the data set. Interestingly, how products 

become obsolete (or were at least bought for the last time) mirrors the introduction of new 

products: a slight upwards trend across the years, with more products being bought for the last 

time each year and fewer new products being introduced each year. Thus, the overall product 

portfolio available at the retailer shrinks over the years. The peak in the very last year implies 

that a large part of products is still relevant to the current business. With regards to product 

lifetime, more than half of the products exhibit a lifetime of 0, meaning that they are bought only 

once in the overall six years which the data spans. Taking a closer look at products with a 

lifetime larger than zero shows that there is a downwards slope with increasing lifetime and a 

slight peak at the upper end, so slightly more products tend to have either a rather short or very 

long lifetime. However, lifetimes in between the two extremes are also well represented in the 

data. New products in the year to be predicted (in this case 2020) represent a considerable 

challenge for the forecasting models, as there is no previous information available to base the 

predictions on. This will be treated more thoroughly in the practical recommendations chapter. 

 

 

Figure 12: Product histograms for dates of first and last sale and product lifetime. 
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For the following analysis, all products which were last sold before 2019 were removed as they 

are not relevant to the client’s current business anymore. Thereafter, the counts of non-zero 

values were calculated for each product to get a first impression of the data set’s intermittency. 

In Figure 13 it becomes evident that almost all products have an extremely low count of non-

zero values. Overall, the data set contains 314 weeks.  

 

 

Figure 13: Histogram of non-zero value counts per product. 

 

4.1.2 External variables 

 

External weather variables which were included contained average, minimum, and maximum 

temperatures in °C, and precipitation and snow in mm every week. Additionally, the year, 

month, week of the year, and the quarter were included for potential seasonal effects or effects 

of holiday weeks such as Christmas and New Year. Figure 14 shows the development of the 

five weather variables over the six years and includes the top 20 CWs with extraordinarily high 

sold quantities marked in red. As can be seen from the chart, average temperatures were low 

at the beginning of 2017 and 2018 than in the other years. Snowfall was the heaviest beginning 

of 2017 and the beginning of 2019. It was less heavy but more frequent in 2018 and lasted 

longer into the year. Overall, it is, however, rather scarce. Precipitation was comparably less in 

2020 than in previous years. The CWs with the highest sold quantities seem to have no obvious 

relation to the weather. Rather, the only obvious pattern is that they tend to not occur during 

the summer months.  
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Figure 14: Development of weekly minimum, average, and maximum temperature in °C and 

precipitation and snow in mm during 2015-2020. The top 20 CWs with extraordinarily high 

numbers of sold quantities are marked in red.  

 

4.2 Demand time-series features 

 

This chapter will present the calculated demand features which are essential for demand 

categorization and CL model input: the average inter-demand interval (ADI), the squared 

coefficient of variation (CV2), the strength of trend (SOT), and the strength of seasonality (SOS). 

Firstly, the two intermittent demand-related features ADI and CV2 will be presented as they 

originate from the same study (Syntetos et al. 2005). The calculated ADI values were further 

used as a criterion to reduce the number of products in the data set. Histograms for both ADI 

and CV2 show that ADI is strongly and CV2 is extremely right-skewed (Figure 15). Maximum 

values for ADI indicate that products present periods of on average up to 160 weeks without 

demand between weeks in which demand occurs. As these periods are extremely long, it was 

agreed with the customer that all products which are not sold at least once per year on average, 

i.e., have an ADI of a maximum of 52, were to be removed from the data set. In the case of 

CV2, a small number of outliers with CV2 values as high as 201 cause extreme skewness. 

These outliers were not removed from the data set as the products behind belong to the very 

small group of products with rather constant demand occurrences. Zooming in to CV2 values 

below 1.5 shows that most products have very low demand variability. 10,465 products have a 

variability of zero which means that demand is identical at every sales transaction. In these 

cases, the demand is generally 1 piece. 
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Figure 15: Histograms of ADI, CV2 overall, and CV2 < 1.5 for all products. 

 

Following ADI and CV2, SOT and SOS were assessed (Figure 16). The scales for both SOT 

and SOS range from 0 to 1, where values close to 0 imply the very weak presence of the 

characteristic in the time series and values close to 1 imply the very strong presence of the 

characteristic in the time series. On the one hand, the products in the data set only exhibit a 

very weak trend which is in line with the previous realization that approximately half of the 

products have a demand variability of 0. Seasonality on the other hand takes on higher and 

more varied values which were partly expected due to repeating CWs with low demand and 

the summer weeks tending to have fewer sales than autumn and winter weeks. 

 

 

Figure 16: Histograms for SOT and SOS. 

 

Lastly, the correlations between the four features were calculated to make sure that there was 

no multicollinearity and that they would all provide unique information to the model (Hyndman 

& Athanasopoulos 2018: 189). Overall, the correlations are not very strong and the features 

can be used for modeling without problems (Table 12). Correlations between demand variability 

and SOT/SOS are 0 and thus negligible. The correlation between demand variability and the 

inter-demand periods is slightly negative, indicating that when a product is bought less 

frequently, the bought quantities also vary a little less. The correlation between seasonality and 
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inter-demand periods is also so low that it is negligible. Higher correlations can only be 

observed between the strength of trend and the inter-demand interval, the highest correlation 

present among the features with -0.4067, indicating that with increasing inter-demand periods 

the trend decreases. Lastly, trend is also positively correlated with seasonality, where stronger 

trends imply also stronger seasonality.  

 

Table 12: Correlations of features ADI, CV2, SOT, and SOS. 

 ADI CV2 SOT SOS 

ADI 1.00    

CV2 -0.1032 1.00   

SOT -0.4067 0.0119 1.00  

SOS -0.0603 -0.0012 0.3312 1.00 

 

 

4.3  The SBC demand categorization framework 

 

In the next step, the products were categorized into the four categories of the SBC framework: 

smooth, erratic, intermittent, and lumpy demand (Figure 17). The graphics show very well that 

by far the largest part of products is either intermittent or lumpy. The cutoff values for 

categorization are 0.5 for CV2 and 4/3 for ADI, as defined by Syntetos et al. (2005). They are 

indicated with the orange and blue lines, respectively. Overall, 156 products belong to the 

smooth category (lower left corner) which is slightly better visible in the zoomed-in 

representation on the right-hand side, 201 products belong to the erratic category (lower right 

corner), 2,236 products belong to the lumpy category (upper right corner), and 19,885 products 

belong to the intermittent category (upper left corner). As previously mentioned, the final 

algorithm for each of the models contains a further preprocessing step which removes products 

with no observations in the year to be predicted (test data) and products with only two or fewer 

non-zero values before that year (training data) which reduces the number of intermittent 

products to 15,226, the number of lumpy products to 1,974, the number of erratic products to 

189, and the number of smooth products to 140 with 2020 as prediction year. 
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Figure 17: Categorization of products into the SBC demand categorization framework. 

 

For an overall idea of what the time series in the different categories look like, exemplary plots 

are depicted in Figure 18. With two series per category, they represent very well what forms 

the different time series can take on, although several series in the data set contain fewer 

values than the ones depicted here. They also show very well the implications of different 

values for trend and seasonality, e.g., the second series is one of the strongest trended ones 

in the data set. The fifth series is an exemplary series for a CV2 value of 0 with demand being 

either 0 or 1.  
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Figure 18: Exemplary plots for each of the four demand categories with respective feature 

values for ADI, CV2, SOT, and SOS. 

 

4.4 Overall model performance comparison 

 

After introducing the basic characteristics of the data set, this chapter will present the model 

performance results on the overall data set for both the average MASE and the maximum 

MASE (Figure 19). The final data set for the prediction year 2020 contains 17,529 observations. 

For a quick recall, the interpretation of the error measure MASE is as follows: if the value lies 

below 1, it means that the model performance on the out-of-sample data set is better than the 

performance of the naïve forecast on the in-sample data. Assuming that naïve forecast 

performance is consistent also for the out-of-sample data, this would imply that the model used 

performs better than the naïve forecast. If the MASE is equal to 1, the forecaster might as well 
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just use the naïve one-step-ahead forecast for predictions. Finally, if the MASE is larger than 

1, the naïve forecast would perform better than the tested model. In other words, if MASE ≥ 1, 

using the last known value as a predictor for the next week would give the same or better 

forecasting results than using the model. The overall bad performance of the naïve forecast 

benchmark model in comparison to itself which will become evident in the following results can 

be explained by the forecasting horizon of four timesteps which is used in the training data 

versus the forecasting horizon of 1 in the test data. The one-step-ahead forecast in the test 

data is implemented as per the definition of the MASE in the literature. However, a one-step-

ahead naïve forecast of the test data could not be implemented, as this would have led to 

information asymmetry among the naïve model and the other models. Lastly, it is important to 

mention that the interpretation of the MASE under risk-averse conditions cannot be done in the 

same way as for risk-neutral MASE. The risk-averse MASE is the worst MASE out of 13 MASES 

within one year (one per forecasting window), whereas the divisor is simply the one-step-ahead 

naïve forecast, a forecast bound to be better than using the worst result for a complete year. 

This calculation biases the risk-averse MASE towards being rather large.  

 

For average MASE, the four best models SVRX, SVR, XGB, and XGBX, show almost identical 

performance. For the complete product portfolio, they have MASE values between 0.8350 and 

0.8373. Apart from those four, another 8 models have MASE values below 0.90. This includes 

all ML models except the basic RF model and all models which are part of or make use of the 

Croston family of models. Both RF and ARIMA show intermediate performance with values 

close to 1. THieF, ES models, and both the naïve and seasonal naïve benchmark show the 

lowest performance. Interestingly, the TA approach of THieF does seem to be beneficial in 

comparison to ES, as both make use of the same underlying ETS framework for calculation, 

but THieF calculates forecasts on additional levels of TA and thus model performance is 

improved. Similarly, the TA model for intermittent demand, iMAPA, outperforms the other 

statistical models for intermittent demand. In the case of the risk-averse maximum MASE, the 

picture is much less clear. No model or group of models is outperforming the other models. 

Rather, there is one very bad performing model which is the naïve benchmark model, four 

intermediate models which are the seasonal naïve, THieF, ES, and basic RF models, and the 

13 other models with rather similar performance. The top four models remain the same, 

although XGB ranks second before SVR in the risk-averse setting which means that they can 

be considered the safest options, a reassuring finding for the forecaster. While there are smaller 
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changes in ranking among the other models as well, the only remarkable ones are possibly 

iMapa and TSB which now rank fifth and sixth, the drop of RFX from rank six to 12, and the 

increased rank of ARIMA. The exact average and maximum MASE values can be found in the 

table in Appendix 1. 1. In the case of average MASE, it can be generally said that with a few 

exceptions, the group of ML models performs best, followed by the models developed 

specifically for intermittent demand. In addition, TA models perform better than their specific 

counterparts. With regards to the ML model variations, external variables improve performance 

in two of the three models (SVR and RF) and CL improves the performance of the RF, but not 

of XGB.  

 

   

Figure 19: Overall performance of all models in the model pool using average and maximum 

MASE. For the sake of readability, the single values were depicted as line segments. The red 

line indicates the limit where MASE = 1 and thus the one-step-ahead naïve forecast would be 

the better choice. 

 

4.5 Category-based model performance comparison  

 

In this section, the results within each of the different demand categories of the SBC framework 

will be presented for both average MASE (Figure 20) as well as maximum MASE (Figure 21). 

For intermittent demand, the graph of the model ranking using average MASE is highly similar 

to the graph of the overall model performance. This was to be expected, as the number of 

intermittent products makes up for most of the overall product portfolio. In all four demand 

categories, top-performing models are exclusively ML models. For lumpy, smooth, and erratic 

products all eight ML models perform better than the statistical models. Only in the case of 

intermittent demand, RF and XGBX models are outperformed by the statistical models for 
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intermittent demand. The intermittent demand category is also the only category where the 

performance gap between ML models and statistical models for intermittent demand is rather 

small. Among the statistical models for continuous demand, ARIMA performs best in all four 

categories. It also outperforms the statistical models for intermittent demand for smooth and 

erratic products, a rather intuitive result. As was to be expected, ES is among the worst-

performing models for intermittent and lumpy demand and performs slightly better for smooth 

and erratic demand. In addition, THieF, the TA version of ES, shows higher performance for 

the highly intermittent categories of intermittent and lumpy demand but shows a worse 

performance when demand is more continuous and overall does not perform very well. Within 

statistical models for intermittent demand, iMapa generally performs best, followed by the TSB 

variant of the Croston model. Only in the case of erratic demand, TSB performs slightly better. 

This indicates that TA does indeed drive performance, especially for intermittent and lumpy 

demand. Among ML models, the best-performing models are all part of the SVR models. For 

intermittent and lumpy products, SVRX is followed by XGB and then again by SVR. For smooth 

products, SVR is followed by SVRX and then by RFX. Lastly, for erratic products, SVRX is 

followed by RFCL and XGBCL. External variables improve SVR performance in all categories 

except the smooth products, they always improve RF performance, and they never improve 

XGB performance. CL further improves RFX performance in all categories except smooth 

products and only improves XGB model performance for erratic demand. In all four categories, 

the best-performing models achieve MASE values below 1, i.e., models perform better than the 

one-step-ahead naïve forecast. Generally, MASE values for smooth and erratic products are 

lower than those for intermittent and lumpy products. This can potentially be attributed to the 

increased forecastability when a demand time series is more continuous or to the worse 

performance of the in-sample naïve forecast (the divisor of the MASE) when time series are 

more continuous and especially increasingly erratic. 
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Figure 20: Model performance using average MASE within each of the demand categories. For 

the sake of readability, the single values were depicted as line segments. The red line indicates 

the limit where MASE = 1 and thus the one-step-ahead naïve forecast would be the better 

choice. 

 

Assessing the risk-averse maximum MASE gives again a very similar picture to overall 

performance for intermittent products. Except for smooth products, it is again clearer to say 

which group of products does not perform well than which group outperforms the others. 

Especially for intermittent and lumpy products, the performance gap among the ten “best-

performing” models is extremely small. As before, THieF and ES perform worst. ML models 

are still the best-performing models overall and iMAPA ranks surprisingly high for intermittent 

demand, taking fourth place after three ML models. In no other demand category and also not 

for average MASE does a statistical model rank that high. For erratic products, ARIMA ranks 

sixth, considerably higher, and with a considerably smaller gap to the best-performing models 

than for the average MASE. The group of smooth products is again slightly clearer divided into 

good-performing models which contain the ML models, as well as ARIMA and the TA model 
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iMAPA. Also, the ETS framework shows better performance for smooth products using 

maximum MASE than it does for any other category, performing better than all statistical 

models for intermittent demand except iMAPA which speaks for its robustness. With regards 

to external variables and CL, external variables always improve SVR, they improve RF models 

for all demand categories except erratic products and they never improve XGB, an identical 

finding to the risk-neutral MASE. CL improves XGB only in the case of smooth products and 

RF in all cases except smooth products. The very best performing model is still SVRX in three 

of the categories (intermittent, smooth, and erratic) and XGB for lumpy products. Seemingly, 

while the overall performance ranking has not changed too much, the statistical models iMAPA 

and ARIMA are more robust in a risk-averse setting than the other models. Overall, in a 

pessimistic setting, no forecast reaches a MASE of 1. This can be interpreted such that a naïve 

forecast with forecasting horizon 1 would perform better than any of the models in the model 

pool. A naïve forecast with forecasting horizon 4 as was used in the model pool as a 

benchmark, however, would perform worst of all models. Also, the maximum errors for 

intermittent and lumpy products are extremely high, whereas for smooth and erratic products 

they remain rather low. This might be attributed to the fact that the more intermittent a demand 

time series, the harder it becomes to forecast. While average MASE might compensate for 

outliers of bad model performance, the maximum MASE highlights those very same outliers. 

Despite the less clear distinction between ML models and statistical models, SVRX proves very 

robust also in a risk-averse context, again a good finding for a forecaster interested in applying 

it. 
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Figure 21: Model performance using maximum MASE within each of the demand categories. 

For the sake of readability, the single values were depicted as line segments. The red line 

indicates the limit where MASE = 1 and thus the one-step-ahead naïve forecast would be the 

better choice. 

 

 

4.6 Model selection and combined performance 

 

Following the average performance of each separate forecasting model, this section will look 

at the overall performance of the approach for two different model-selection mechanisms: the 

category-based model selection and the product-based model selection. 

 

4.6.1 Category-based model selection and performance 

 

Selecting the model based on demand category implies that only the best-performing model of 

each category is applied for forecasting. Under risk-neutral conditions, only the family of SVR 

models would be used for forecasting, more specifically SVRX for intermittent, lumpy, and 

erratic demand, and SVR for smooth demand. Under risk-averse conditions, XGB would be 

selected for lumpy demand and SVRX for smooth demand. Forecasting performance and 

models would then be as follows: 
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Table 13: Average MASE and maximum MASE when model selection is based on the best-

performing model per category. 

Demand category Model Average MASE Model Maximum MASE 

Intermittent SVRX 0.8418 SVRX 4.6570 

Lumpy SVRX 0.7951 XGB 4.4204 

Smooth SVR 0.8593 SVRX 1.5933 

Erratic SVRX 0.6835 SVRX 1.7068 

Overall  0.8349  4.5740 

 

Importantly, when comparing these results to the results when the best-performing model is 

selected based on the overall data set (0.8350 for average MASE with one selected model: 

SVRX, and 4.5741 for maximum MASE with one selected model: SVRX), the improvement in 

forecasting accuracy is negligible. For smooth products and average MASE, the achieved 

MASE would be 0.8651 instead of 0.8593 when using SVRX instead of SVR, and for lumpy 

products and maximum MASE the achieved MASE would be 4.4214 instead of 4.4204 when 

selecting SVRX instead of XGB. In the case of average MASE and smooth products, an 

argument might be made to then proceed with SVR, i.e., the category-based model selection, 

as smooth products were recognized to be of very high interest to the pilot customer and any 

improvement, even if it is very small, can prove valuable. In the case of maximum MASE, no 

argument can be made to choose category-based selection over selecting one single model 

for all products. 

 

4.6.2 Product-based model selection and performance 

 

Taking the model selection one step further, the results of selecting the best model on a product 

base will be presented. This approach is considerably more time-consuming, as all products 

must be predicted by all models. One first important observation is that for many of the 

products, no singular best method exists. In other words, several different methods make 

identical predictions for the same product. Using average MASE, a singular best method only 

exists for 6,933 out of the 17,529 products. In the case of maximum MASE, this number is as 

low as 4,778 products. In all other cases, two or more methods lead to identical results (Figure 

22). In the case of average MASE, 4,330 products have two optimal methods and in the case 

of maximum MASE 8,611 products have two optimal methods. In almost all cases, these two 
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are ARIMA and the ETS framework. All remaining products have three or more optimal 

methods.  

 

 

Figure 22: Number of best methods per product using average MASE and maximum MASE. 

 

These higher method counts are largely related to more intermittent data as becomes clear in 

Figure 23.  

 

Figure 23: Method counts per product for average and maximum MASE. 
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For products that do not have a unique best method, a ranking or other sort of model selection 

criterion must be established. This can for example be model run-time. Although run-time is no 

limiting factor in the context of this thesis, a lower run-time will always be preferred over a higher 

run-time in practice. Secondly, model complexity can be another factor. When a simple model 

can give an identical result to a complex model, it is intuitive to choose the simple model over 

the complex one. Another factor is the origin of the algorithm which in this case can either be 

Python or R. As the ERP system is built in Python, it makes sense to select a model which runs 

in the same environment. It is less prone to technical difficulties and generally also run-time in 

Python is better than run-time in R. Lastly, it is preferred to use models which do not include 

external variables, as it decreases the uncertainty which originates from predictions of external 

variables. Especially in the case of weather, these predictions are highly error-prone. The 

ranking for model selection is therefore as follows: naïve > seasonal naïve > ETS > ARIMA > 

SVR > XGB > RF > Croston > SBA > SBJA > TSB > iMapa > THieF > XGBCL > RFCL > SVRX 

> XGBX > RFX. Applying this ranking to model selection shows that when using average MASE 

as decision criterion, the basic SVR model would be the most frequently selected model for the 

data set, closely followed by the exponential smoothing models and ARIMA (Figure 24Figure 

27). The finding that a model from the SVR family is again ranking best is surprising and 

underlines the usefulness of the SVR model family in this highly intermittent demand 

forecasting context. It shows that the performance of SVR in more than 25% of products cannot 

be achieved by any other model in the pool except probably SVRX which performed overall 

best in terms of MASE, assuming that here it was not selected due to the imposed model 

ranking SVR>SVRX. It is important to mention that the model selection is based solely on the 

comparison among the models for the same product. This does not necessarily imply that the 

performance is good, i.e., that the MASE value is particularly low. It is just lower than the values 

of the other models or it is the same value, but the model has been preferred by the ranking 

due to some other reason such as model complexity. This can be seen from the surprisingly 

frequently selected models ES and naïve forecast. Here, it can be assumed that several models 

performed equally badly and the given ranking defaulted to the least complex model. 
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Figure 24: Overall share of selected methods in percent for average MASE. 

 

Looking at the different demand categories in Figure 25, intermittent demand has three 

prevalent selected methods: ES, SVR, and ARIMA, which together make up for more than 80% 

of the products. Lumpy demand has two prevalent methods which are ARIMA and SVR. For 

both intermittent and lumpy demand, this is a highly surprising finding. While SVR continuously 

showed superior performance in the previous analyses, ES and ARIMA are overly present in 

the product-based model selection. One probable explanation is the presence of several 

optimal models for one product. Seemingly, for many products, ES and ARIMA performed just 

as well as SVR and SVR variations. However, the ML models performed well on a larger 

number of products and thus on average outperformed the statistical models. Highly interesting 

is also that the inclusion of external variables and CL has no strong positive benefit for 

intermittent products, as the share of selected model variations that include one or the other is 

extremely low. For smooth and erratic products, on the other hand, this cannot be observed. 

The most frequently selected models are for the largest part ML models and the ML model 

modifications seem to frequently make a decisive difference in model performance based on 

which they are selected as forecasting models. Also, no small number of models is prevalent 

in the model selection as is the case for intermittent and lumpy demand. The most frequently 

selected methods are either ML methods or ARIMA, with RFCL being the leading model in both 

categories. A similar phenomenon to ES/ARIMA can also be observed for SVRX. While it was 

the best-performing model previously, overall as well as within the demand categories, it was 

not the only optimal model for many of the products and is now forced to a much lower usage 

count. Lastly, the methods from the Croston family are the ones that are least frequently 

selected. This can be partly explained by a low prioritization in the applied ranking for model 
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selection and a low number of products where they are the unique best method. These results 

could potentially look very different if another model selection mechanism were to be chosen, 

so they only represent the specific setting of this work.  

  

  

 

Figure 25: Selected methods in percent using average MASE for each of the demand 

categories. 

 

The combined result of product-based model selection outperforms the category-based overall 

average MASE by approximately 0.03 (Table 14). The smallest improvement can be found for 

the intermittent demand category. The largest improvement can be found in the smooth 

category. The improvements which can be achieved by using a product-based model selection 

are not trivial. Especially in the case of smooth and erratic demand, the products with high 

turnover, the increases in forecasting accuracy can constitute additional valuable information. 

To ease the effort of testing all models for all products, a compromise of model finding could 

be that for intermittent and lumpy demand, only a limited model pool of the most prevalent 

models (ES, SVR, ARIMA, and the naïve forecast) is assessed and used as the base for model 

selection. Smooth and erratic models represent an extremely small number of products, and 
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the assessment of the large model pool can be justified by the additional benefit of increased 

accuracy for the high running products (decreased opportunity cost, for example). 

 

Table 14: Comparison of average MASE for category-based and product-based model 

selection. 

Demand category Category-based model selection Product-based model selection 

Intermittent 0.8418 0.8111 

Lumpy 0.7951 0.7574 

Smooth 0.8593 0.8105 

Erratic 0.6835 0.6422 

Overall 0.8349 0.8033 

 

For maximum MASE and thus in a risk-averse context, the picture of product-based model 

selection is rather different (Figure 26). Overall, the prevalent methods are the ES methods 

with more than 50% share, followed by ARIMA and the seasonal naïve benchmark. When 

falling back on the worst possible performance, it seems to be a safe bet to rely on statistical 

methods for regular demand, as they will provide an equally good or better forecast than the 

other models. SVR ranks fourth in frequency, with a much lower share than for average MASE.  

 

 

Figure 26: Overall share of selected methods in percent for maximum MASE. 

 

Within the different demand categories (Figure 27), ES methods are prevalent for intermittent 

products and ARIMA and ES methods are also prevalent for lumpy products. For both smooth 
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and erratic products, ARIMA is the most frequently selected model above all ML models. As 

stated for the overall maximum MASE model selection already, model selection would much 

more frequently fall back on the statistical models for continuous demand. In addition, where 

ML models are optimal, these are generally the basic ML models and not their counterparts 

including external variables or CL, indicating that they might be more robust in their forecasts 

than their counterparts. 

 

  

  

Figure 27: Selected methods in percent using maximum MASE for each of the demand 

categories. 

 

The combined result of product-based model selection outperforms the category-based overall 

maximum MASE by 0.341 (Table 15). While this is a more considerable improvement than in 

the risk-neutral case, the base MASE values for maximum MASE are also considerably high 

and more varied than in the case of average MASE. The scale of improvements within the 

different demand categories is analogous to the improvements in average MASE. Again, it is 

surprising that for both intermittent and lumpy demand, the risk-averse evaluation of the MASE 

drastically worsens the model performance, while this does not happen to such an extent for 
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smooth and erratic demand. It might again be an indicator for lower forecastability of demand 

time series with high levels of intermittency.  

 

Table 15: Comparison of maximum MASE for category-based and product-based model 

selection. 

Demand category Category-based model selection Product-based model selection 

Intermittent 4.6570 4.3144 

Lumpy 4.4204 4.0620 

Smooth 1.5933 1.5489 

Erratic 1.7068 1.4180 

Overall 4.5740 4.2330 

 

5 DISCUSSION  

 

A summary and discussion of the results presented in the previous chapter will be provided in 

the following, together with the answers to the initially stated research questions. After that, 

detailed recommendations for the implementation of the forecasting models and the overall 

approach in practice will be given. 

 

5.1 Summary of results 

 

By summarizing the results of this work, this chapter will provide answers to all research 

questions which were relevant in the context of this work. 

 

I.I Do ML forecasting models outperform statistical forecasting models in intermittent 

SKU demand forecasting? 

 

In a risk-neutral context, the assessment of model performance showed that overall, as well as 

within the different demand categories, ML models outperform both statistical models for 

intermittent demand and statistical models for continuous demand. The best-performing model 

overall is SVRX, the SVR variation which includes external variables, followed by SVR, XGB, 

and XGBCL. The performance of all four models is extremely similar. Within the different 

demand categories, best-performing models for both intermittent and lumpy demand are the 
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same models as for the overall data set. For smooth products, RFX and RFCL perform better 

than XGB models and rank third and fourth after SVR and SVRX. For erratic products, RFCL 

ranks second after SVRX. In all cases except the highly intermittent products, the superiority 

of ML models above statistical models is indicated by a gap between the different MASE values. 

In general, the MASE values of the high-performing models or model variations in a risk-neutral 

context are below 1 which indicates that they provide a better forecast than the one-step-ahead 

naïve forecast. These findings, apart from the MASE values, can be overall confirmed for the 

risk-averse (maximum MASE) evaluation, although the performance gap between ML and 

statistical models is considerably less clear. The best-performing methods are the same ML 

models, SVRX, XGB, SVR, and XGBCL, a highly reassuring finding as it tells the forecaster 

that the best options constitute at the same time also the safest options. Within the different 

demand categories, almost identical performance can be found among ML models and 

statistical models for intermittent demand and lumpy demand. For smooth and erratic products, 

the ranking is slightly clearer. The best-performing models are however again SVRX and XGB. 

 

The response to research question I.I is thus that ML models do indeed outperform statistical 

models for both continuous and intermittent demand specifically in intermittent SKU demand 

forecasting when forecasting accuracy is assessed using the MASE. This applies in a risk-

neutral and risk-averse context. With regards to the specific models which perform best in the 

different categories, findings for average MASE (as maximum MASE is not assessed) are 

slightly different for example from the study by Spiliotis et al. (2020b: 30). While they find that 

RF, RF, GBT, and SVR are best performers for intermittent, lumpy, smooth, and erratic demand 

respectively, this work finds that SVRX is best for intermittent, lumpy, and erratic demand and 

SVR is best for smooth demand. If external variables and CL were to be ignored, SVR would 

indeed also be the best-performing model for erratic demand, but XGB, a model not used in 

the study by Spiliotis et al. (2020b), would perform best for intermittent demand. Also, Hong et 

al. (2018) in their find that overall, RF outperforms the other ML models. Again, XGB is not 

used and no assessment within different demand categories is done. The findings of this study 

are more congruent with the findings by Kiefer et al. (2021) who observe that SVR generally 

tends to outperform both XGB and RF. A commonality between this study and the study by 

Kiefer et al. (2021) is that both data sets are highly intermittent, while the data set used by 

Spiliotis et al. (2020b) shows only very low degrees of intermittency. It could thus be concluded 

that SVR and SVR model variations tend to perform better on data sets with higher degrees of 
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intermittency than the tree-based models. However, Kiefer et al. (2021) relied solely on the 

default parameters of the model implementations in Python. A thorough parameter optimization 

can often increase model performance considerably, so the results from the study must be 

taken with care. To conclude, this work leaves no doubt that ML models outperform statistical 

models, no matter if the context is risk-neutral or risk-averse, and rather than RF, SVR, and 

XGB model variations show high performance in the highly intermittent context. Further 

research which would be highly interesting in this context is the assessment of the winning 

model of the M5 forecasting competition, LightGBM (Ke et al. 2017), or of the deep learning 

LSTM model which was applied by Kiefer et al. (2021) in their study, alas, without parameter 

optimization. Both models are highly complex, and the modeling and model optimization 

procedure justify a single work per model.  

 

I.II How do forecasting models, developed specifically for intermittent demand forecasting 

perform in comparison to statistical and ML forecasting models? 

 

The performance of models which were developed specifically for intermittent demand is 

overall higher than the performance of the statistical models for continuous demand which were 

used in the context of this work, both in a risk-neutral as well as in a risk-averse context, 

although they are always outperformed by ML models. Among them, the best-performing 

method is iMAPA the TA model for intermittent demand. Looking at the specific demand 

categories, however, models for intermittent demand outperform models for continuous 

demand only in the intermittent and lumpy categories. Especially in the case of intermittent 

demand, the performance gap between the best-performing ML models and the models 

developed for intermittent demand is extremely small. For smooth and erratic demand, the 

ARIMA model shows a stronger performance than all the models for intermittent demand. This 

is again the case for average MASE as well as maximum MASE. This is an interesting finding, 

as it aids to relieve some doubts about the usefulness of models specifically developed for 

intermittent demand. While they are outperformed by ARIMA for smooth and erratic demand, 

this work shows that in the case of increased intermittency (intermittent and lumpy demand), 

these models outperform conventional statistical models. In addition, for the specific category 

of intermittent demand, their performance is almost equal to the performance of ML models.  
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The answer to research question I.II is therefore that forecasting models developed specifically 

for intermittent demand forecasting perform worse than ML models and are outperformed by 

ARIMA for smooth and erratic demand but do indeed perform better than all statistical models 

for continuous demand in the intermittent and lumpy categories and outperform ES models also 

in smooth and erratic demand. The performance gap to ML models is the smallest in the 

intermittent demand category which indicates that their use is justified in such a situation. 

Spiliotis et al. (2020b) find that statistical models for intermittent demand outperform 

conventional statistical models (SES, moving average) in all demand categories. However, they 

do not apply ARIMA in their study. Kiefer et al. (2021) apply SES, ARIMA, and Croston and 

find that both ARIMA and SES outperform Croston in every single demand category, a counter-

intuitive finding, especially considering the high intermittency of the data set they make use of. 

One potential explanation could lie within the Python implementation of the Croston model used 

by Kiefer et al. (2021) which might differ from the R implementation which is used in Spiliotis et 

al. (2020b) and this work. The only statistical model Hong et al. (2018) apply is Croston, so a 

comparison cannot be made. 

 

I.III Does TA increase intermittent SKU demand forecasting performance of statistical 

models?  

 

The two TA models applied in this study were iMAPA specifically for intermittent demand and 

THieF for continuous demand. In a risk-neutral context, both models overall improve the 

performance of their non-TA counterparts. Within the different demand categories, iMAPA 

considerably improves performance for intermittent products, a little less so for smooth and 

lumpy products and not at all for erratic products. THieF only improves SES performance in the 

case of intermittent and lumpy products and performs worse than SES for smooth and erratic 

products. Interestingly, in the risk-averse context, iMAPA performs better than all other 

statistical models for intermittent demand overall and within each demand category, whereas 

THieF performs worse than SES overall and in all the demand categories.  

 

To answer research question I.III, it can thus be concluded that TA is beneficial when the model 

is a statistical model specifically developed for intermittent, and especially so when the 

forecaster is risk-averse, which implies that TA model performance is more reliable and 

resistant to bad performance outliers, at least when iMAPA is the selected TA model. On the 
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other side, TA is not necessarily beneficial for statistical models for continuous demand, at least 

not when the THieF model is applied. It can prove beneficial for intermittent and erratic demand, 

but the forecasts seem to be prone to less constant forecasting performance, leading to worse 

results in a risk-averse setting. In the existing literature, Spiliotis et al. (2020b) apply two TA 

models specifically for intermittent demand, ADIDA and iMAPA. They find, however, that they 

are outperformed by the original Croston model overall and within all demand categories. This 

is again surprising and contradicts this work’s results. No TA model for continuous demand is 

applied and also Kiefer et al. (2021) and Hong et al. (2018) do not apply any TA models, so no 

comparisons can be made. This work has only applied existing statistical TA models. However, 

the concept behind TA, namely identifying trends and seasonal patterns on higher TA levels 

which are not identifiable on the base level, producing the forecasts for those, and reconciling 

the forecasted values can be easily implemented for ML models. It would be highly interesting 

to assess such a TA model approach for the ML models which were found to be high-

performing in this work.  

 

I.IV Do the external variables used in this study increase the intermittent SKU demand 

forecasting performance of ML forecasting models? 

 

The findings of this work show that the overall best-performing model under risk neutrality and 

risk-aversion is a model which includes external variables (SVRX). Interestingly, all findings 

with regards to external variables are identical for average and maximum MASE. Looking at 

the different demand categories separately shows that in three out of four categories, SVRX 

performs best. However, while adding external variables to SVR and RF does improve model 

performance, it worsens the performance of XGB. In the case of SVR and the two more 

intermittent categories of intermittent and lumpy demand, the positive impact of the external 

variables is extremely small, whereas it is slightly bigger for smooth and erratic products. In the 

case of RF, the improvement achieved through external variables is more substantial, 

especially in the case of intermittent and lumpy products. This is a counter-intuitive finding. 

Different from the product time series, the external variable time series are continuous. It was 

expected that the additional information provided by the external variables would make a 

decisive difference for all models where only very little product data was available. However, 

this does not seem to be the case. Only RF acts as expected, while SVR sees very small 

improvement and more so on the demand categories where it was less expected, and lastly, 
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XGB performance is not improved at all. The assessment of external variables is not trivial, as 

there are numerous options of which information to include, and other than a smart guess it is 

difficult to know which information will provide value in advance. While weather data does seem 

to have some effect on forecasting performance, it is rather small. Using the second-best 

performing model SVR instead of SVRX for the overall data set would decrease average MASE 

from 0.8350 to 0.8366, a negligible difference. The same applies to maximum MASE, where 

switching from SVRX to XGB decreases MASE from 4.5741 to 4.5772. Among the demand 

categories, the largest average MASE loss which excluding external variables would entail is 

approximately 0.058 for erratic products. For maximum MASE, it is approximately 0.022 for 

intermittent demand. It can be concluded that the inclusion of the external variables selected 

for this work does, at least in practice, not justify the effort which relates to constantly obtaining 

the data online. Also, the models would presumably perform worse than in the theoretical 

setting of this work as forecasts in this work’s context were “perfect” because the data was 

known, but weather forecasts are not that reliable.  

 

To answer research question I.IV, it can be summarized that the external variables selected in 

this work provide an improvement in forecasting performance for RF models to a considerable 

extent and SVR to a small extent. For XGB, performance is worsened. Further important 

variables in the context of demand forecasting such as sales price development and promotions 

were not available for modeling. None of the three related studies mentioned in this work make 

use of external variables but the consensus in the literature is that external variables contribute 

to forecasting performance. While this work can confirm that, an important finding is that it does 

not seem to be the case across all ML models. Also, weather- and season-related external 

information tends to increase performance for smooth and erratic products more than it does 

for intermittent and lumpy demand, and overall, it causes only a very small improvement. Here, 

it would be the task of further research to include also other external variables such as the 

already mentioned sales price development or promotions to see if their impact on forecasting 

performance would be more considerable. In addition, it would be interesting to investigate why 

the positive impact applies to RF and SVR, but not the XGB, and why the extent of improvement 

is so much larger for RF than it for SVR. One potential explanation for the lack of impact on 

XGB could be the exclusive usage of tree stumps which proved optimal during the process of 

parameter optimization. Using only stumps limits the model to a single rule at each iteration. If 
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rules based on quantity prove more beneficial in terms of gain at each iteration, the information 

from the external variables would be taken into consideration much less.  

 

I.V How do the CL variations of ML forecasting methods, supported by the integration of 

the time series features selected in this study perform in comparison to the series-by-

series ML forecasting models in intermittent SKU demand forecasting? 

 

CL was included in this study for RF and XGB only, as SVR does not scale well to large data 

sets, and the data set required for CL is of considerable size. In this work, CL does not 

necessarily improve ML model performance for neither average nor maximum MASE. While 

the RF model overall and within each category improves when its CL equivalent is used, this 

does not apply for XGB. XGB is only outperformed by XGBCL in the case of erratic demand 

when the risk-neutral MASE is used and in the case of smooth demand when the risk-averse 

MASE is used. Overall, XGB performs better than XGBCL in both MASE cases. This is a finding 

very similar to the findings for external variables. For average MASE, RFX and RFCL constitute 

a highly similar improvement above RF, with RFCL outperforming RFX in three of four demand 

categories (not the smooth category). For maximum MASE, RFCL outperforms RF for 

intermittent and erratic products, but not for lumpy and smooth products. When comparing 

XGBX and XGBCL, it results that XGBCL consistently outperforms XGBX, but none of the two 

reach the performance level of XGB, neither for average nor for maximum MASE. Overall, the 

CL models rank only fourth for both average and maximum MASE. For average MASE, the CL 

models only perform considerably well for erratic products, where they rank second and third 

after SVRX. 

 

Research question I.V can thus be answered as follows: CL, making use of the four time-series 

features of ADI, CV2, SOT, and SOS, improves the performance of RF, but does not improve 

the performance of XGB, except for the case of erratic demand. Within the demand categories, 

the greatest benefit of CL can be observed for erratic demand. Still, no CL model is best-

performing in any of the categories. This observation can be confirmed also for maximum 

MASE, so CL does also not provide a benefit when it comes to risk-aversity. In the direct 

comparison of CL and the inclusion of external variables, CL constitutes the greater benefit for 

both RF and XGB models. CL was an important performance driver identified by literature on 

continuous demand forecasting and previous studies have consistently found CL to be a 
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decisive performance driver (Fry & Brundage; Januschowski et al. 2020; Semenoglou et al. 

2021). This was partly confirmed for intermittent SKU demand by Spiliotis et al. (2020b) who 

included only ADI and CV2 as time series features in their study. They find that CL improves 

both RF, GBT, a slightly less sophisticated version of XGB, and SVR. The results of this work 

can confirm this only partially and lamentably CL could not be tested for SVR. However, the 

performance driver of CL does not apply equally to all ML models. In addition, it does not 

constitute the best-performing model in any of the demand categories. Kiefer et al. (2021) and 

Hong et al. (2018) do not use CL in their studies, so no comparison can be made. Further 

research with regards to the application of CL in intermittent demand forecasting is certainly 

needed. Here, different model building approaches such as building the models on sub-groups 

of the data set (for example, the identified demand categories) could prove beneficial and 

enable building also an SVRCL model due to the smaller sizes of the data frames. In addition, 

the inclusion of other time-series features could prove beneficial or support in forming smart 

data groupings for model building. 

 

To conclude, it can be said that out of the five performance drivers which were assessed in this 

work (superiority of ML models over statistical models, superiority of statistical models for 

intermittent demand over statistical models for continuous demand, the benefit of TA, the 

benefit of external variables, and the benefit of CL), the first two are confirmed by the findings 

of this work. Specifically, the ML model SVR and the statistical model for intermittent demand 

iMAPA have performed best among their group of models, overall as well as within different 

types of demand. The benefit of TA can on the one hand be confirmed across all demand 

categories for statistical models for intermittent demand. On the other hand, it can only be 

confirmed for statistical models for continuous demand when demand is highly intermittent, i.e., 

in the intermittent and lumpy demand categories. The inclusion of external variables is not 

beneficial for all ML models and the strength of their effect varies, depending on the model. 

However, the model which performs best on the overall data set is the SVRX, the SVR model 

which includes external variables. The same applies also to the CL model variation. How to 

adequately act based on the obtained information will be elaborated in the following chapter. 

The results of this work have given rise to many further questions and a need for further 

research. While small recommendations have already been given in previous paragraphs, it is 

overall necessary that this work and its approach be replicated, and its results confirmed for 
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other intermittent data sets which do not necessarily pertain to the area of automotive spare 

parts.  

 

5.2 Implementation in practice 

 

This chapter will touch upon two important aspects of implementing the presented approach 

and findings in the application in the ERP: the selection of the forecasting method for each 

product and how potential issues during implementation can be confronted. 

 

5.2.1 Model selection 

 

II.I How should a specific forecasting model be selected for a product? 

 

The forecasting method for each product is selected during the set-up phase of the application 

and is generally not intended to be repeated frequently. Potential intervals of new assessments 

could be six months or twelve months. Exceptions should be made for newly introduced 

products and products where the performance of the forecasting model deteriorates. These will 

be discussed below. For all other products, analysis-based model selection can be performed. 

The assessment of the performance in terms of MASE of overall, category-based, and product-

based model selection has shown that the difference between the three approaches is rather 

small. Accuracy-wise, choosing only SVRX or choosing SVRX for intermittent, lumpy, and 

erratic demand, and SVR for smooth demand, leads to almost identical forecasting 

performance, a not very surprising finding, as the number of products with smooth demand, the 

products where the forecasting method would change if a category-based selection is 

performed, is extremely low in comparison to the rest of the data set. It is highly interesting to 

see that SVR is such a dominant performer in this context of highly intermittent automotive 

spare parts. Comparing the category-based with the product-based model selection, a slightly 

clearer accuracy gap is evident. It is however not nearly as large as would be expected, with 

an overall difference in the accuracy of approximately 0.03. This means that forecasting model 

selection in a similar context like the one of this thesis (automotive spare parts) could thus be 

done category-based or even based on the best model for the overall data set without a great 

loss in forecasting accuracy. This is highly useful, especially if priority is put on a certain product 

category above the other. In discussion with the customer, it became clear that the high runner, 
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i.e., the smooth and erratic products, were of considerably more interest than the intermittent 

and lumpy products. In this manner, the customer can opt for a fusion approach where the 

product selection for intermittent and lumpy demand is made based on the category to which 

the product belongs, while the – considerably smaller number of – smooth and erratic products 

can each be assessed individually. In addition to this, this study also found that while the ML 

models were on average the best-performing models, for many products several models were 

optimal simultaneously, including also simpler statistical models. Ranking the models according 

to one’s own needs can for example help to limit the model pool. If runtime is an issue, models 

with larger runtime can be ranked lower than models with smaller runtime. In the context of the 

application in the ERP, there is no limitation in run time for the initial setup of the forecasting 

application. Also, while the forecasting application is already in use, the forecasting model 

comparison could easily run in the background. Alternatively, models could be selected based 

on their average performance for each category based on a representative subsample of the 

actual product portfolio. It is however also very improbable that the user of the module in the 

ERP will want to forecast every single product in the portfolio. Especially for highly intermittent 

products with very low erraticness, it would be more reasonable to either always have one 

product on stock if stocking cost is not too high or to just order the product as soon as a 

customer wants to buy it and the lead time is sufficiently low. As commented by the pilot 

customer for the ERP, the lead times can be as short as same-day delivery.  

 

Lastly, it is important to mention that if product characteristics, industry, target market, or any 

other underlying factor of the data set changes, it is recommended to run the complete 

approach as findings cannot be transferred. Limiting factors in this study are, for example, the 

level of intermittency which is extremely high. In addition, due to the products being automotive 

spare parts, the underlying factors which drive demand, such as the lifecycle of vehicles, or 

also weather conditions, will not apply in the same manner for other types of intermittent 

demand. And, as previously mentioned, the MASE error measure is a symmetric error measure 

that does not take into consideration any inventory-related factors such as differing costs of 

overstocking and stock-out.  
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5.2.2 Overcoming potential obstacles during implementation 

 

In this final chapter, a brief overview will be given of potential obstacles which can arise when 

implementing the forecasting module in the ERP system. Common issues which can be 

expected in the context of SKU forecasting are the following three: 

 

I. New products: no demand history is given to base forecasts on 

II. Products that are obsolete or discontinued: forecasts might continue and indicate 

demand when there is none 

III. Low-runners: products with extremely low demand 

IV. Deterioration of the forecasting accuracy of a model 

 

New products: There are two ways to identify if a product is new. Firstly, a forecasting model 

which is more advanced than the naïve forecasts will produce an error if the product history 

contains only zeros. Secondly, a minimum number of required non-zero demand observations 

per product can be defined either as part of the module or manually by the user. Both should 

inform the user that not enough information is available to produce a meaningful forecast. It 

should then be up to the user to decide how to proceed with the new product. For example, the 

product could be a replacement for an already existing product which frequently happens in the 

automotive spare parts industry. The user could then select the predecessor and the 

forecasting model could use the product history of the discontinued product as a base for the 

forecasts of the new product. In addition, automotive spare parts frequently have equivalents 

among manufacturers or for different car models. If no predecessor exists, a similar product 

can be set as a reference to produce the forecasts. Lastly, there is always the option to exclude 

the product from the forecasting module and to manually set a target stock value that will trigger 

the orders. 

 

Products that are obsolete or discontinued: Products that are no longer needed for 

business, but still have a non-zero demand history, might prove problematic when forecasts 

are created, and order proposals are triggered despite them not being required anymore. The 

advantage of the implementation in the ERP system is that orders are not performed 

automatically. Rather, order proposals are created automatically, and the orders are then 

judgmentally adjusted and confirmed by the user. If obsolete or discontinued products are not 
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immediately excluded from the forecasting module, the forecasting module is bound to trigger 

further order proposals. Generally, a user who is aware of the obsolescence or discontinuation 

of a product might immediately exclude the product from forecasting and automated order 

proposals. For an unaware user, logic could be implemented which keeps track of the 

cancellation of proposed order quantities. If a certain number of complete order quantity 

cancellations is reached (meaning, the order proposal is deleted or the quantity for the specific 

product is set to 0), the user can receive a message providing him or her with that information. 

 

Low-runners: Low runners denominate the products which are ordered only extremely 

infrequently, e.g., less than once per year. These include the products which were removed for 

the analysis of this work. For these products, the calculation of a forecast is either impossible 

or not meaningful. For the initial set-up of the module, the user should be informed about 

products that fall under the category of low-runners. The limit to define such a low-runner could 

be set by the user, as this might differ from industry to industry. The user should then receive 

an overview of all affected products and be able to decide how to proceed. A general and 

convenient recommendation would for example be to set up a rule of always having one unit 

of the product on stock if the product does not take up a large amount of space in the 

warehouse.  

 

Deterioration of forecasting accuracy: A last common issue that does not directly require 

the intervention of the user is the deterioration of the forecasting accuracy of a forecasting 

model. Generally, model performance once a forecasting model is selected for each product 

should be tracked using an error measure. This could be the error measure, which was used 

for model selection, the MASE in the case of this work. However, the error measure in this 

setting indicates model performance by comparing its current error values with past error values 

on the same product. No comparison among different products is needed, so it is not necessary 

to use the MASE. Instead, the error could quite simply be the mean absolute error (MAE) or 

the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). The MAE or MAPE have the advantage that their 

information is straightforward for any user, even for one who is not familiar with the methods 

which are producing the forecasts. An error limit could for example be set by the user based 

on a demand category, as fluctuation in erratic and lumpy product forecasts should probably 

be allowed to be larger than fluctuation in forecasts for smooth and intermittent demand. 
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Alternatively, a percentage of error increase could also be used as a limit. In both cases, the 

user would be notified of the change in model accuracy and can then take further steps.  

 

6 CONCLUSION 

 

This work assessed five demand forecasting performance drivers for intermittent demand 

forecasting which originated from an integrated literature review of continuous and intermittent 

demand forecasting: the use of ML models over statistical models, the use of statistical models 

for intermittent demand over conventional statistical models for continuous demand, the use of 

TA, the inclusion of external variables, and the application of CL, an ML model variation in 

which the model isn’t built for each time series separately, but learns in vector-model fashion 

from all time series simultaneously. An overall of eighteen forecasting models was assessed 

out of which ten were statistical and eight were ML models. The eight ML models consisted of 

Random Forests, XGboost, and SVR in their basic form, the same three models including 

external variables in the form of weather- and season-related data, and Random forests and 

SVR in their CL variation with the inter-demand interval, the variability of demand when it 

occurs, the strength of trend, and the strength of seasonality as additional features to support 

the recognition of similar products. The analysis was based on a data set that contained 17,529 

highly intermittent SKU demand time series for products from the automotive spare parts retail 

industry. Forecasts were made for the year 2020, using as training data the historic product 

information from 2015-2019. Forecasting models were assessed using both risk-neutral and a 

risk-averse version of the MASE error measure for intermittent time series. They were 

furthermore assessed on the overall data set and within four commonly used demand 

categories for intermittent demand. Findings confirmed the superior performance of ML models 

in comparison to statistical models in all four demand categories. The best-performing models 

were SVR including external variables and XGB in its basic form. Statistical models for 

intermittent demand also performed consistently better than statistical models for continuous 

demand for intermittent and lumpy demand and were only outperformed by ARIMA for smooth 

and erratic demand. The use of TA proved valuable in the case of statistical models for 

intermittent demand and statistical models for continuous demand in the two demand 

categories with higher degrees of intermittency. Results for both external variables and CL 

which were recognized in the literature as high-potential performance drivers were inconsistent 

in this study, increasing performance to a high degree for RF, a small degree for SVR (only 
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external variables), and decreasing performance for XGB, an unexpected finding which raises 

the need for further research.  

      

This study was performed as part of a practical project for implementing a predictive inventory 

control module in an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system for automotive spare parts. It 

represented the first essential step of the module: identifying and implementing the best-

performing forecasting method for each product. Therefore, in addition to general model 

performance, model selection was assessed for both demand category-based and product-

based selection approaches. The assessment of combined model performance showed that 

model performance does not differ between an overall and a category-based model selection 

approach. In addition, a brute force product-based model selection approach also unexpectedly 

does not greatly increase overall performance accuracy. Compromise approaches were 

presented, such as sticking to a category-based model definition for low-priority product 

categories and selecting the more thorough approach for products of high interest. Lastly, 

useful recommendations for the implementation in practice with regards to how to deal with 

new products, obsolete products, low-runners, and the deterioration of performance model 

accuracy were given. 

 

This study aimed at the identification of forecasting model performance drivers for highly 

intermittent SKU demand, bringing together theory from both types of research on continuous 

as well as intermittent demand. Its findings and limitations give rise to the need for future 

research. Of especially high interest is the application of TA approaches not limited to statistical 

but making use of ML models, a more fine-tuned approach to CL by training the models on 

data subsets with certain characteristics instead of the complete data set, and the assessment 

of this work using an inventory-oriented error measure. The Python code and detailed results 

of this work can be obtained by sending an e-mail to m.a.sigwarth@gmail.com. 
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APPENDIX 

Model Average MASE Rank Maximum MASE Rank 

Naïve 1.4728 18 8.4372 18 

Seasonal naïve  1.3843 17 5.7113 17 

ETS 1.2504 16 5.0100 15 

ARIMA 1.0097 14 4.6616 12 

Croston 0.8752 10 4.5900 8 

SBA 0.8752 9 4.5908 9 

SBJA 0.8752 11 4.5909 10 

TSB 0.8730 8 4.5874 6 

iMapa 0.8719 7 4.5856 5 

THieF 1.1544 15 5.1618 16 

RF 0.9987 13 4.9069 14 

RFX 0.8559 6 4.6059 11 

RFCL 0.8463 5 4.5894 7 

XGB 0.8367 3 4.5772 2 

XGBX 0.8870 12 4.6901 13 

XGBCL 0.8373 4 4.5799 4 

SVR 0.8366 2 4.5794 3 

SVRX 

 

0.8350 1 4.5741 1 

Appendix 1. 1: Overall average and maximum MASE for all models in the model pool. 

 

Model Erratic Rank Intermittent Rank Lumpy Rank Smooth Rank 

Naïve 0.9570 16 1.5065 18 1.2814 17 1.2109 18 

Seasonal 

naïve  

0.9815 17 1.4065 17 1.2686 16 1.1515 17 

ETS 0.9424 15 1.2258 16 1.4883 18 1.0015 13 

ARIMA 0.7973 9 0.9889 13 1.1971 14 0.9284 9 

Croston 0.8357 13 0.8647 10 0.9517 13 0.9927 12 

SBA 0.8347 12 0.8646 9 0.9514 12 1.0046 14 

SBJA 0.8368 14 0.8648 11 0.9506 11 1.0048 15 

TSB 0.8191 10 0.8639 8 0.9413 10 0.9826 11 

iMapa 0.8275 11 0.8628 7 0.9406 9 0.9611 10 

THieF 0.9941 18 1.1477 15 1.2279 15 1.0635 16 

RF 0.7126 7 1.0129 14 0.9261 8 0.8751 6 

RFX 0.7011 5 0.8599 6 0.8394 6 0.8675 3 
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RFCL 0.6875 2 0.8511 5 0.8235 5 0.8703 4 

XGB 0.7068 6 0.8429 2 0.7990 2 0.8736 5 

XGBX 0.7181 8 0.8904 12 0.8772 7 0.8913 8 

XGBCL 0.6953 3 0.8430 4 0.8047 4 0.8800 7 

SVR 0.6970 4 0.8429 3 0.8002 3 0.8593 1 

SVRX 

 

0.6835 1 0.8418 1 0.7951 1 0.8651 2 

Appendix 1. 2: Average MASE per demand category. 

 

Model Erratic Rank Intermittent Rank Lumpy Rank Smooth Rank 

Naïve 2.6426 17 8.7340 18 7.1194 18 2.5646 18 

Seasonal 

naïve  

2.7179 18 5.7235 17 6.1637 17 2.0463 17 

ETS 2.5224 15 5.0041 15 5.5190 15 1.8369 11 

ARIMA 1.7801 6 4.7113 12 4.7660 14 1.6770 9 

Croston 1.8297 12 4.6631 7 4.4852 9 1.8411 12 

SBA 1.8370 13 4.6635 8 4.4877 11 1.8600 14 

SBJA 1.8390 14 4.6636 9 4.4865 10 1.8694 15 

TSB 1.8155 10 4.6612 6 4.4784 8 1.8429 13 

iMapa 1.8015 9 4.6606 4 4.4706 7 1.8079 10 

THieF 2.5596 16 5.1682 16 5.5939 16 1.8895 16 

RF 1.7859 7 5.0039 14 4.6905 13 1.6211 3 

RFX 1.7875 8 4.6903 11 4.4368 4 1.6123 2 

RFCL 1.7606 4 4.6700 10 4.4468 6 1.6578 6 

XGB 1.7285 2 4.6597 2 4.4204 1 1.6641 7 

XGBX 1.8258 11 4.7678 13 4.5791 12 1.6699 8 

XGBCL 1.7651 5 4.6597 3 4.4415 5 1.6508 5 

SVR 1.7361 3 4.6606 5 4.4345 3 1.6235 4 

SVRX 

 

1.7068 1 4.6570 1 4.4213 2 1.5933 1 

Appendix 1. 3: Maximum MASE per demand category. 

 


